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This monogrdph prepared by the School Administrators Committee of the Study Commission

on Undergraduate Education and the Education of Teachers is one of a series.of Study Commission
publications and does not feresent an officil position of the Study Commission. The book is a
study document for distribution to those associated with the work of the Commission. Requests
for this book and other Study Comniission publications should be addressed to: The ebraska
Curriculum Development Center, Andrews Hall, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr
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INTRODUCTION

document"The following"tr lining is the second statement from the Sshool Administrators Committee of the
Study Commission. The first was The University Can't Train nachos. This document looks at how far we have
come ime n three years toward the kind of teacher education advocated in The University Can't Titan Teachers. The

first chairperson foi thii committee was Ms. Barbara Sizemore, who chaired the csommittee until she resigned to join
the staff of the American Association of School Administrators and went on to become the Superintendent of
ichools in Washington, D.C. Presently Ms. Sizemore is embroiled in controversies in Washington, D.C., some of
which retate' to principles supported in this document. Ms. Sizemore was succeeded in the chairmanship of de
committee by Robert Spillane, Superintendent of the New Rochelle Public Schools, who has been a leader in the
School Management Study Group and has-advanced many of the notions contained in this document, particularly
those concerning citizen participatjbn in bu-digicg. The members of the committee have been or are distinguished
school administrators who have worked hard It citizen participation in education and teacher education. The siteNvisits and original writing were done by Vrederick Edelstein under the direction of the commi The'proposals in
the document are not definitive or final. Other groups working with the Study Commisgion h ade alternative
proposals. 'However, in a period of increasing concern for divisions between community, home, and stirool, be-
tween education and culture, the propbsals c on tainedin this paper deserve serious consideration. ,

- -
Paul A. Olson, Director

. Study Clytmission on Undergraduate Education
an the Education of Teachers

Lincoln, Nebraska
June, 1975
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. What is "school-community-based" teacher educatiorl?
4 .

This is teacher education which is designed to broaden the future teacher's clinical experience
and is oriented toward involving more concerned and knowledgeable groups in the community
power structure. Thus it is conceived to be (I) conducted and, controlled wholly or in substantial
part in the schools and communities where teachers plan to teach (or schools and communities Vke
those); (2) fidsed on the assumption that schooling properly en extension of childrearing and they
informal educational processes of the community and, therefore, requires the teacher to know and
respond to the school's surroundings as well as he/she knows and responds to the school; (3) based
on the notion that teacher education and in-service education for prabtking teachers ought to in-

'. volve the parent group,Talong with adttlinistrators, other teachers and igher education people and
the4,teitCurces; and (4) involved with the teacher's right-to-a:job as ed on what a teacher is and
can do rather than on her/his credit hours gained, summer trips travelej, or "growth points ae-
quired." This is a large order for any form of teacher education, and it is one that requires much
more personal involvement from a lot fpore people than present forms.

IL Why will such education be increasingly necessary and desirable to administrators?

Administrators will increasingly need to be able to convince courts and public and professional
forces that they have hired the best possible available teachers for jobsgiiien the goals of the school
and the parents:

1. The Griggs v., Duke Powtn. Co. decision...in the Supreme Court and 'follow-up Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) statements demand job-related, non-formal,
-test-related criteria for determininwho is eljgible for a job;'

'at

2. Various court decisions have defined the (considerable) extent to which schooling is an
extension of childrearing and community self-sustenance;

.3. Other decisions indicate, that schools and teachers may beheld jointly responsible if they
fail to do those basic jobs for which,pubiie authorization of compulsory schools wasoriginally
made.

Moreover:

I. A concerned and vocal public is increasingly demanding a role in the hiring, evaluation,
and retaining of .teachers;

2. The teaching profession is increasingly willing.to share responsibility for education with
parents and the community;

3. TeaChers-in-trainine and new teachers are increasingly derpan ng that they have more on-
.

the-job experience;

4. Administratbrs such as'the Great City superintendents are saying, "If li er Education
`doesn't give us better teachers, we won't hire their turn-outs any more and we'will trail our
own." t

In short:

3
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The licensing process

The "accountability" processt

Administrato

Teachers

:01arents

-require that teacher education and re-education
be field-based, practical, and specific to specific
communities and jobs in them.

III. Why do you bring in WPC -ggs decision and the EEOC. guidelines when they are not relative

to teaching? Haven't they ly been applied to mechanical jobsplumber' jobs, electricians'

Ns jobs, etc.? , 4.-

Nfi True. the Griggs decision by the Supreme Court began by saying that the Wonderlic Per-

sonnel test, the Bennett Mechanical Aptitude test, and tltt high school diploma requirement could
not be used to prevent promotion of black Workers to more advanced' jobs in the Duke Power Com-

pany where it was clear that these tests had a discriminatory impact on the hiring and/or advance-
ment of minority workers and when it was also clear that the tests hid not been validated as related

to Duke Power Company jobs. The principle announced by the decision "forbade all non-job-

related impediments to the holding of a job." Subsequently this decision has been used as the basis

for throwing_ont New YorIrCity licensing requirements for principals (Mercado and Chance v. Board

of,Examiners), the National Teachers Examination (NTE) (Nansernond County' [Virginia]), and
other conventional lice sing and testing impediments to the holding of a job in the education profes-
sionswhich do not bea a clear relation to what people do in the job. [Requifements for completion
of certain course work rior.to licensing also appear to be subject, to question here: The law has --

already ruled at least once that a "general education" requirement for licensing (as, a certain number

of liberal arts courses contributing to "general education") was arbitrary.]

- William Robinson, associate general counsel for the EEOC, has described what the EEOC
guidelinbs say about how teachers or principals, are to be licensed in the future.' The guidelines `-

suggest three kinds of validations that might be permissible under the Civil Rights Act, Title VII:

"criterion-related validation," "content validation," and "construct validation." Criterion-related
validation involves constructing a statistical relapOnship bsetween test performance and work per-
formance as measured by some previously defined performance criterion. The data for the statistics

may come from a sample group who are tested and then put to work for a period of time (like new

or trainee teachers), or by testing on-the-job employees (like in-service teachers). In either case, a

statistical evaluation is made of how well the lest performance predicted work perfognance. .Cri-
terion validation, requires that test scores or possession of background Dinning be demonstrably
correlated-with superior job performance when measured by specific performance criteria. Content

validation uses a "subjective comparison" between tests (or "samples of work") and job rather than

statistical correlation ;but content validation's shortcoming is that a test may look similar to a job

but may in fact not be validly like it. Construct validity rather obscurely uses a relationship between

i physical or mental traits (called. constnicts) needed on the job and a test which "measures" the

smile physical or mental traits.

!This paragraph and the following one closslY paraphrase an unpublished by EEOC Associate General Counsel

William Robinson contained in a review of "The Rawer of CompetencyBaseg Teacher Education," a report of the Committee on

National Pnorities in Education.
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The EEOC and civil rights attoiTeys prefer the more reliable criterion-related validation; an
important first step in developing the needed performance criteria is to anal ze the cOmponentg of
the job to be performed and determine -their relative importance. 'Deve pers' of perforniance
criteria mast-te careful -not to discriminate for or against a union or parent oup,,ofotli-cr employ-
ees. The sample group chosen to be tested must, also be ,truly "represeri;tative of the normal or
fypieal candidate group, for the job or jobs in question";fi includes t necessity of including
representatives from minority group applicants.

Assessment of the effectiveness of teacher-education' *grams must properly include both
measurements of teacher behavior and competence an f changes in pup achievement and well-.
being:

In other words the test must have utility, at a statistically relev, nt level, but this
statistical measure alone is not sufficient. A validity study may show test scores to be
significantly related to grades received in a training program, and th4 study may also shdw

i?tsthat eventual performance on the job bears no relationship to ra - received in the
training program... .,It is perhaps appropriate to repeat the need to dentify performance
criteria which take into account the possible diffelencds.betWeen necessary teacher com-
petencies and their effect on student behavior in the ?black ghetto as opposed to a pre-

0 dominantly white rural school district. It should also be no 11.-that the correlation
between test score and performance on the job should be sh wn separately for. each

1

minority- group included in the sample. /

ii_ .
A requirement for "continuing" certification will also benlifficult to establish. The

basis for opposition to performance-based recertification or c tinuing certification'will
varYilxit to the civil rights lawyer the problem is chiefly one of assuring that performance-

.., based certification remains validated and is applied fairly to ch individual teacher who
also must be guaranteed a meaningful opportunity -tb protec is Tights. Many Southern
school districts, u4ler cough order to desegregate, discharge 1 rge numbers of long ten-
ured, well educated and "certified" black teachers on the gro n s of incompetency. Civil
rights groups and teacher associations have successfully cha len ed many of these firings
through court action.2 .

. 11

I

iii What does all this say about the purpose and charkter of e neaten personnel licensing?

Many people feel that teaching and principals' jobs earl n o be described apart from the descrip-
tion one gts from actual on-the-job experience. Hence, in validating or revalidating the right-to-
teach represented by a license, the need for school-based teacher education and reeduo.ltion may
come to tie greater than has dawned on its now.

In the Mercado and Chance case in New York, the judge ruled for a Community-based process
for licensing principals, at least until a better processone inore just racially and now cognizant of
the needs of schools and childrenwas created:: boards of examiners' tsts were invalidated, though
the requirement for state -certification or the equivalent was-retained; and "development of local
perfomdrice standards by community school boards, particiNtien by parents and staff in the

2
This quotation is from Robtnson's unpublished commentary on "The Power of Comp9tency-Based Teacher Education."



interviewing of applicants, and performance evaluation of acting appointees on a regular basis" were _
called gr.3

In another New:York case, the kind of knowledge which derives from community - school -based
experience was treated as very important:.

A I .t. 1

In a significant 4ecision (arising out of New York City's school decentralization
battle (Council of Supervisory Association v. Board of Ethication (1969)), that state's
highest court refused...to invalidate an expirimental new system for choosing the princi-
-pals-in decentralized districts and upheld selection criteria requiring "knowjedge and
relationship;with disad*Rtaged communities, the.cultural level there, the means and

.methods of secuiing:increMd parent involvement,. the,.\ability to stimulate them and the-
jommunity to engage in a broader-based education."4- '

And in the Nansemond County (Virginia) case,5 the circuit court rejected NTE sco s as the

4.- basis for determining whether black teachers could continue to hold a job, on The ground tli the
NTE did not reflect the jobs which teachers do and particularly the variety of jobs which teachers
working at various leiels and teaching different subjects do. The NTE claims to test the knowledge -
gained through normal C011ege of Education and liberal drts undergraduate course work given in
an accredited institution offering education toward a license. School-based, and even school-
community-based, teacher training may be useful simply because it is pretty hard to say that people..

,-;
can't do a job when they have already done it. / 4

\

/ e (...

William Robinson's discussion and our own research suggests 'that licensing should involve
(1) prior specific definitions of education jobs ip a community, (2) a locally- determined assessment.
of individuals as to whether they cati'do or'. doing the job (comptencyi as well as a community
assessment of their ability to bengit children, d (3) a recurrent assessm6t procedure based on
the original or evolving job descriptions. Licensing may no 'longer be "permanent." (It is already
not permanent in Some stays.) '

,

IV. What about the "other court-cases" you mention?

Although litigation between schools, teachers, and community groups has not gone very -far

yet, it is possible to see that courts, having shosVn themselves already aritenpble to increased com-
munity, parental, and cultural control of education processes, will interpret the responsibility for
beneficent terhing to be that of both individual teachers and the school systemwhich is an argu-
ment for schAol administrators' knowing, how teachers are taught and re-taught ird having a say in
that edttcation. Whether or not the courts require such an arrangement, it appears to have common
sense sanctions.

,

1

In a recent case in Iowa, a teacher has been held responsible by school systems or parents for

. . \ ,
N ..

3For a full discussion of this case, see the Study 'ammission's final report's chapter on accreditation and licensing:' in press.
The discussion is by Michael Rebell, the lawyer for the plaintiffs in the case.

4 From the Study Commission's final report's chapter on accreditation a nd licensing.

:

5. he crucial brief in the Nansemond County case is that prepared by NEA lawyer David'Rubin; brief available from.the
Study Commission.

6
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"teaching well enough," specifically because her students' standardized tests scores did got
iffprov-e enough. In the Peter Doe case, a suit is being lodged against the San Francisco schools
because an-apparently intelligent boy was allowed to graduate with reading skill4Pat a fifth or sixth
grade level." These cases may iive us a system that will hold not only individual teachers responsi-
ble for good teaching, tiut also school systems; concerning these cases, Stephen Sugarman of they
University of California at krkeley has written:

r-* .

. Plaintiffs can come into court with their teaching experts..If all the experts agreed
on one method awl the schools were obviouily not following it, the'case would be clear.
Sift teaching reading is much more complex than this; it is because wei,Eannot be sure of
the,"best" teaching method or style that Peter's problem becomes so difficult.

..
To mount a case of education malpractice against the teaching Of individual teachers

witl-not be easy. The organization of most of our schools makes it difficultto_identify
teaching 'incompetency; often obtaining professional testimony as toWhit a teacher
actually did or did not do, in a particular classroom would be nearly impossible. Our
deference to teachers which permits them. to work .itidependet/ly reflects the education
profession's uncertainty about the rstlEffective teaching techniquesin all subjects but
especially in reading. Increased sophistication about teaching skills and social science-
measurement 'technique , and growing consensus about what a pa ticular child is supposed
to accomplish` during a 'ven year in school may help identify b teaching by, reference
to how much particular hildren havetrar- d.. ,

The reader might b gin looking to the aman Report or its reanalyses at this point,
t they do not seem very helpful; The Coleman Report told us that most student

ac ievement variation ccurs within schools and not between schools and,in turn, that
interschool resource differeallas have little impact on student achievement. Yet it did
tell us about the imprt of curtailing in- school malpractices. The Coleman Report's
questioning of the cost effectiveness of school seems to assume that resources are now
effectively deployed. Weis the very assumption challenged b Peter Doe's suit.'

The question remains whether the public can reasonably expect better.conduct from
the schools and, if so, ve:iether such conduct is likely to make a difference in how much
students learn, Stipporters of the Peter Doe case belteve they can prove that if schools
corrected their mistakes many more children would leant They point to the fact that
some public schools in all kinds of locationsin .ghettoes, in rural America, in suburbia
do` graduate nearly all of their students as learners, and, tgerefore, prove that children

. with nearly every set of chhacteristics can succeed in-school. To move from such gener-
-alities to, proof in specific case y be difficult. We do know there are some children

who do not have the intellige ce to learn and some children with neurological ailments
about whikh the schooLcan little. The schools 'May come forward and identify other
children they cannot help. . .

.

Perhaps through education malpractice suits the courts will provide a forum, for
addressing the difficult question of the causes of learning and nonleaming. From this
perspective, judicial competence to determine the cause of negligence is less of a problem,

o long as plaintiffs have the burderref woof and the causes of learning failure remain
ob cure, many nonlearners will not be able to demonstrate that their school, was at fault.;
This perspective assumes that in order to avoid liability, schools will probably have to
admit their own limitations. A heightened realism about what schoollcan and cannot do

4
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could be a valuabl rgsult of such litigation. It would lie a n'I`J f gain if damage suits

mt. prompted schools. to improve communication with a studenhnd his family regarding his
. progress and Wffat he can expect from schooling. These suits might also influence schools

to identify better the special needs of students and counsel them accordingly. Even if
malpractice/lawsuits were unsuccessful when aimed directly- at the substance of education
they,right very well effect substantive changes.

I

Uncertainty about what teaching methods "work" plus uncertainty about swhat
4 schools should dd may 'make this an, area that courts would prefer not to enter at all.

Avoiding the problem will not.be difficult foroving negligence and cause is only one
- sof the problems that nonleamers face in suits against their schools.6:

In spite of the uncertainties as to what teacang methods work beSt, Sugarman argues for the Noba-
ble success.of Peter Doe-like malpractice cases which accuse schools of "negligence" or "contribu-
tory negligence" if their staff fail to do a good job of teaching particular children. if and when such
suits are filed, a school's knowledge of how its own teachers were educated and even of what they
can do may well be imjortant. Sugarman further suggests that teacher accountability schemes
which reward or punish teachers on the basis of the average performance of their pupils will not
satisfy the need to show diat each student has been treated with proper care. Knowledge as to what
teachers can with children as a group and with all types of learners will be crucial.7

I. \

The cas s which deal with schooling as an extension of childrearing include the .Yoder
(Wisconsin) a d Bobby C y (Miccosukee Indians in Florida) cases which release cliildren from
school in ce ain communi ies where informal educational practice of the community is deemed
adequate and where the religion of the community dictatei that children not go to school beyond
elementary level. Other cases have limited the power of (schools to use the Bible for devotions
or serve certain foods in the schools if such actions go against parental convictions., The eases

: suggeSting that the courts increasingly, regard school as an extension of childrearing are 'surn-,
marized by Gerrit Wormhoudt in The Twelve-Year Sentence:8 they suggest that teachers, like
principals) will have to hake "knowledge and relationship with the communities . . . and parents,
the culture, there, the mans and methods of securing in4reased rapport with parents , . ." an
so 'forth. It is hard to see how this can be done without some form of extensive community
and school experienceeither in the specific community, or An the kind of community where
the teacher wants to workteaching a fairly specific kind cif knowledge at a fairly specific level.

\
.

\
There may be other solutions: simulation, tests, etc.! But the school administrae tor who wants

to be sure that somebody he hires can do a job had better be pretty sure that she /he has already,
done something like that kind of job. . 1

P.
. at

41

One school administrator on the Study Commission's School Administrators Committee has
said, "We had better know what our teachers can dowho can do* what and how well. Otherwise,

6 Stephen D. Sugarman, ':Accountability Through the Courts," School Review, Vol. 82, No..2 (Ve'bruary, 1974), 245-47,

71bid. , p. 237,

8Gem't H. Wormhoudt, "Supreme Court Decisio s," The Twelve-Year Sentence, ed. William F. Rickenbacker (LaSalle,
Open Court, 1974), pp, 61-93.

a
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40given the pressure of the courts to rationalize the relationship between jobs and salaries, ..we may

, wake up some morning with no alary schedule" V .
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V. What do, all of these legal devglop,thents imply for the dartoalay life of a school admidistrator?
-- - _____ _, %4

. ft,....

- 'We can't be sure yet. Teacher licensing and the responsibilities of teaching staffs and schools
t .

to students have not undergone serious judicial scrutiny as yet. Howevet1,-if the directions indicated
by Robinson, Wormhoudt, Sugarman and others are.follOwed, school administrators'may w,ant, for ..
their own self-protection, to be certain that they have hired and kept on the jOb the Rst possible
people for meeting the goals of the schools and of parents. Obviously most schdol systems want to
be:Able to do this on some basis just as a part of good management. . i

VI. Yrou say the profion and the public`hav,pcalled for more school-coinmunity-pased teacher
education and collaboration idgeneril?,Can you elaborate on this'too?

-

1

-Deans of Education have called for such reforms in Obligation for. Reform-the rport of' he
Higher Education Task Force on the Improvement dad Reform of American Education

1-

it'
-The NEA, responding to recent incidenis in Appalachia, has called for more collaboration

between Parents and teachers 'but has als; callq' for investigation of people who make a business of
manipulating parents in school-community confrontations.

-The PTA has called for stronger parent roles in policy-makini and recruitment.

-Don Davies' .`Citrzen Participation, in Education" group, is organizing hundreds of citizens
groups and has created a bibliography of citizen participatiOlz in all forms of educationiricludieg
the education of teachers. , ,

-The School Administra,toeS Committee of the Study Commission -a Undergraduate Educa-
tion and the Education of Teachers has called for maximum parity in teacher eduealion and re-,
e ucation among parents, administrators, teachers, community and students. /

N : \ ..
.

VII. What would the form of such education be? How would\ve get started And what would we
I have to do? ., '

v - 0 --,--
.

. , \ . .
That's hard to say in a sentence or two. When we get in it more, we can describe possibilities

for many aspects of it. It wouldprobably involve:

I, The iestablishment of clear community goals for the area future and, as part of this, for a
neighborhood's schools oAstring of schools in like circumstances.

2. The identification and arranging of educatirnal experiences likely to assist children and
parents to meet those gbals.

3. The deyelopment of job de-s*ztions'or parent-school-student contracts as to what' each

9
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party or group is to do in the learning process in that specific community.

. 4. The development of good places for educating teachers. These might include (a) places
where children, teachers, and parents can relate in a mutual educational processnot necessar-
ily a school building; (b) a system for assi`sting teachers and administrators to get both work
and living experiences in- the community's agencies, businesses, streets, and play areas; (c) var-
ious equipment and helps to understanding teaching, .school-community relationships, how
children learn, etc. (some kind of resource materials center); (d) processes for describing or
manifesting on-the-job what the job of ethication is in the speCili- - -Tr 'ty of concern and
for evaluating the performance of people doing)the job or w it (community
validation-certification process); (e) resources for making a theore41-al analysis and a commu-
nity analysis of what is 'taught, -how it is taught, what the process means for people's learning,

__add life chanCes. David Hawkins has written to the Study Commission;
a

Field -based work with teachers-to-be needs' to explore in depth what I have
called \the spontaneous educational potential of a given huinin and material environ-
ment. What does this mean?

It means (a) the search for strengths of children already living in that environ--
mentskills and aptitudes it fosters, whether or not these have any presently'recog-
nized relation to "the curriculum"; (b) the search for features of that-environment
itself which would be worthy of further development and exploration i4 work-a-day,
aspects, its geographic and historical character, its riches as input to the expressive
and, scientific talents of children; (C) a linking of (a) and (b) to curriculum in the
sense of a general outline of worthy educational aims, including not only those
connected, with how to live in the environment, but equally those connected with
the big ecumenical world of arts, politics, science, the professions.9

5. 'Finally, creating good places for eduCating teachers will require structure and governance
systems for administering the whole ethication-reeducation process for pre- and in-service
teachers, administrators, parents, and children, for allocating resources and holding people
responsible. It may not matter so much whether the place itself is called a Teacher Senter, a
Community School fqr Educating Teachers, a Training Center k.omplex, or whatever, But we
can get into that later.

VIII. What do administrators who are thinking about the development of school-community-based
teacher education say about it?

Early 'in the history of the Study Commission or'Undergraduate Education and the Education
of Teachers, a,group of school administrators proposed an extensive movement of the teacher educa-
tion and reeducatiOtt Rrocess-cohtiniiium into' the schools and the surrounding communities, with a
major role for administrators, teachers-in-service, and parents. Their position paper proposed\that
the following components be include'd

-4
<

i il
, ..

9Letter to the Study Commission, January,' 1975, Study Commissidn files sr. vid Hawkins ir a University of Colorado
physicist, mathenetictan and philosopher,of science who also runs a center for children an in-service teachers, The Mountain

View Learning Over, in Boulder, Colorado. i.
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A. Statistics:
r

-41

Education statistics need to be gathered in relation to general social cost statis-
tics which reflect the consequences of poor schools and badly educated teachers

;!ch categories as the costs of -prison programs,'dropout programs, job
.ining programs and so forth.

2. We ne4Siboth to gather and publicize education statistics which illuminate the
market and tell what kinds of teachers are needed '(and where) and what kinds
,are not needed. t

B, The professional aspect of the, training of teachers needs to be centered in the schools
and coprolled by them as a `4technical training" comparable in some ways to indus-
trial training. The role of higher education in the education of teachers may be to
provide a good general or liberal education in the first three years of college. School:
based' professional training should be offered in the :fourth and possibly the fifth
years.

C. 'School-based training May profit from getting Institute of Higher Education (IHE)
personnel more closely involver with local schools and teacher education than is
traditionally the case. IHE faculty may do research integral to and desired by the
community or may demonstrate advanced learning and learning techniques to teach-
ers and students.

D. ;School -based professional training should include a strong conronent teaching
by the commtinity,i and control by parents and students. It should respect the life
style, value system, language, and expressive system of the culture in which .the
school which provides 'training is located:: both teacher-trainees and IRE training'
faculty should, resrond to these culture aspects.

I

E. School-based undergraduate training should continue up-to the first long-term ken:,
sing period of live years or whatever, and should involve some sort of credentialling-
in-neighborhood by the school system.and parents.

F. The federat government should channel no funds of a research or scientific nature
(NSF, NIMH, etc.) or for -non- teacher training purposes tp those institutions of.

higher education which refuse to fulfill their obligations to the schools.

G. School-based undergraduate professional training would costfio more fican present
higher eiducption training and would require a form of collaboration among the
schools, .the Mate, and the federal,government comparable to present methods pro-

. viding for funding which depend on collaboration of higher education, the institu-
tion, the state, and the fedeNal government in such areas as science Or among
industly, the state, and the federal government in industrial training.

Primary funding should ,be "institutional reform funding ,, as opposed to "purchases
of services" fq ding.

H The follo7ing specific ancillary directives were given:,

I I
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I. The Study Commission should make an assessment of needs and models in
school-based undergraduate training of teachers.

2. They shduld dO a study relating schoOl, state, aild national budgeting proce-
dures for'the education ofteache6.

3.' Teacher recruitment should begin in the schools and should encourage every-
' one's interest in the teaching Process.

4. Any clinical school should provide feedback and evaluation to higher education
as to its effectiveness in teacii:ng, particularly in the liberal artswhether these
courses teach students not only specific materials that schools want communi-
cated to children, but also theoretical structures that make students more
effective teachers.

5. The idea of "perfOrmance" and "behavioral objectives"should-possibly be-
.redefmed in broader, less narrowly behavioristic terms, and in non-quantified,
verbal terms.

./
Later, the same School Administrators group made further recommendations, based on value as-
sumptions supported by administrative and school research, as to the circumstances in which school-
community-based education of teachers is likely to work. Some of the assumptions are.;

A. Administration in general works he as a decentralized function working with small
flexible units. This holds also for teacher education. Small schools and teachereducation units are

to be preferred to large impersonal ones.

B. One can't educate teachers in the abstrabt; the education of a teacher has to be at t1

school and in the homes, streets and alleys, agencies, and businesses surrounding the schools; how
one educates or reeducates a teacher or principal cannot be separated from how_ schoo are

.1

managed and organized.

C. The old distinction between pre-service andn-service education fopteachers needs to be
blurred so that all education for teachers is seen as a single lifelong processeducating them in a
neighborhood to serve its parents and childrenand implying to those clients that all education is a

continuing lifelong process, and that everyone can and should both teach and learn.

'D. Higher education has a strong incentive to develop an imaginative collaboration with the
schools, because the teacher surplus appears to have left us with too many pre-service recruits
between now and 1980: The main."market" in the rest of this decade for higher education services
is probably in in-service trainingparticularly if higher education can find creative ways to work
with schools and parents on in-service training and also shift most of its pre-service work into the
places where:education is actually. done ix the schools, homes, job places, play places, and their

environs.

E. The school principal needs to return to her/his old function as a "principal teacher" and

teacher of teachers.

F. A shift in the __uses of state and federal money for both IHE's and Local Education Asso-
ciations (LEA's) will be required if a good system is to be created.
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IX: What will an effective system of school-conimunity-based education for teachers cost?

Obviously, people will be more willing to pay for the way of educating teachers proposed in
this document if they strongly feel that teachers and schools are improving enough to justify the
mortey which they are putting into education-for-teachgs. Present.sYstems for managing the school,
field, aid community-based segments of teacher education are generally not very well funded or
coherently managed, and part of this has to do with how present management systems are con-
structed. For example, although present federal Higher Education General Informatign Systems
(HEGIS).coifect/exceiient data about clinical hospitalsoffices, laboratories, floor space, personnel
virtually no management information is collected on comparable aspects of "clinical schools" or on
community field work education experiences. Virtually nothing is done to relate costs of pre-service
to in-service costs and benefits.

Some money could perhaps be freed up during the present personnel surplus to support
community-school centers. If teacher education units were made smaller and were better supported,
community-schoorcenters could be possible. If one compares full education programs for teachers
with programs for students in other areas, the cost per full time equivalent (FTE) in education pro-
grams is lower than that in most other professional preparation sequences. The statistics on these
matters are complicated, Nit some facts stand out.10

I. Sixty-fiVe per cent of teachers in training in 1970 went to low quality institutions (28.6 per
cent to middle quality and 5.4 per -cent to high quality)using the Gourman quality ratings and the
College Ratio quality ratings. (These are based on an assessment of a variety of factors Whisk_
suggest level of support 'for the total institution, such as scholarships, fellowships, salaries, and
library;)some other factors in the Gourman and College Ratio ratings, such as board of _directors and
faculty morale, may not reflect fiscal support.)

2. Within institutions, education sequences and education-related sequences tend to be less
well supported than other comparable professional areas (National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems report on institutions):

NCHEMS INSTITUTIONS:

EDUCATION: % Lower Credit Hour Support

(a) History and philosophy areas are less well
supported in 100 per Cent of the NCHEMS
institutions examined. '

(b)* Field or practicum courses in education
are less well supported in 75 per cent of the
NCHEMS institutions examined.

10These statistics were developed from an examination
Systems analyses ofocosts per credit hour in education ar.d costs
Information Committee, Gary Rex, staff member.

OTHER AREAS: % Lower Credit Hour Support

(a) History 41 philosophy areas in arts and
sciences are leas well supported in none of the
institutions examined.

(b) FieldwIsqk or practicum courses in social
work, nursing, engineering, etc. are less well
supported ill 25 per cent of the NCHEMS insti-1
tutions examined.

of fifty-two' National Center for Higher Education ManageMent
per full time equivalency in education by the Study Commission
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(c) Clinical areas in education (special educa-
. tion, etc,) afe-less well supported than other

clinical areas in 50 per cent of the institutions
examined.

(c) Clinical areas outside education (speech
pathology, audiology, etc.) are less well sup-
ported in 50 per cent of the institutions
examined.

The cost of education programs for each (`full time equivalent student" appears to be about
$.1,300-$1,500 per year across all four undergraduate years. Costs in other human services profes-
sional or pre-professional areas tend to be considerably higher:, $1,300-51,800 per FTE major in
the freshaian-sophomore courses and $2,000-$2,800 in "junior-senior one's. The real costs of the
'education of a teacher-to-be may be' a little' higher in the jun(or and senior years; but, since hardly
any of the costs of practical action work in the field, school or community are represented in
present data gathering arrangements, the special costs of junior-senior professional training appear
to be mostly borne by the schoolsystem, by the cooperating teacher, or by the community.

The total costs of teacher education in this country will not be expanded ;in a teacher-surplus
period in the education world and a recession-inflation period in thrgeneral economy. Since more'
than 30 per cent of the education personnel educated in IHE'S have little intention. of teaching,
however, the number of candidates intensively trained in practiouin schools d the surrounding
community could be limited' drastically and the amount spent on each pre -s ce student for his
experience in school-community teacher education centers could be expanded:"

The Study Commission estimates that the states spend between $3 and $4 billion annually on
p.e-service teacher educationmuch of it on on-campuls professional training that, students in
general, the student NEA, and recently graduated teacherS find ineffective. Were states and their
Schools of Education to concentrate on the segment of their student body seriously interested in
teacher educationto concentrate their funds on them, particularly on providing good school-
community fieldwork experience for themit seems possible that they could move $500-$700
million of their present expenditure for educating teachers into good community-school-field places
for readying young faculty that would leave $500 million for the proposed billion-dollar system to
be described shortly.

The money diverted from present higher education activities to these school-community seen
"tern might be supplemented by present in-service money. But the costs of present in-service 'educa-
tion are even harder to c-ajculate:,

First. Most in-service education has traditionally consisted of teachers taking summer or
evening courses in IFIE' and paying for the work themselves or having it subsidized.in part by the
school system. Sometimes the school system pays indirectly,by giving the person a higher salary for
"growth points" or an advanced degree. However, most research on this sort of diffuse, teacher
selected education separated from the circumstances in which teachers work suggests that it does
not make people better teachers, while salary increments and promotions based on such criteria may
be challengeable under the Griggs decision.

Second:: More recently some school systems have developed in-service activities which include
curriculum training. short courses,-sensitivity trainingmost of it pretty unsystematic, underfunded,
and conducted on a catch-as-catch-cap/basis. Few school systems or states spend much money on
this sort of education. In a recent study of in-service programs in a Midwestern state, 47 per cent of

See "Surplus Overersismated," Study Commission Newsletter, December, 1973. p. 2.
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the teachers surveyed rated their in- service experience JD he of no value and 40 per cot of the
administrators were unable to describe an effective in-service activity in the past three years.'2

Third.- St. Paul, Minnesota, which appears to spend more on in-service education for teachers
than most systems, spends aPout $35 per teacher per year. A few systems have developed (with
the cooperation of higher education, teacher unions, community gtoups, and local school people)
more systematic long-term places for educating and reeducating teachers:, teacher centers, training
center complexes, clinical schools, etc. The cost-situation for these developments is still unclear;
however, some surmises may be developed. For instance, a much higher direct expenditure on in-
seriiceieclucation would be required. New York, which has had fairly well developed in-service and
in-system programs, now spends less than 25 cents of state monies per teacher per year on in-service
training and spends from nothing to $15,000 per school district of local school district monies on
in- service. Many New York districts reported no in-service costs, and only Great Neck, at $50,000,
reported more thy! $15,000.," in contrast, Polaroid Corporation spends $500,000 per year °Win-
service programs--%50 per employee. Western Electric, whibh has about as many employees as the
state of New York, spends $1-$2 million annually on in-service programs; the armed forces coin-/monly have 10-14-per cent of their personnel in formal classes at any one time, with necessary
funding. The Study Commission has suggested an annual direct expenditure of $50 per teacher
from each local school district. but that isn't enoughand because it isn't, the money will have to
come from somewhere else.

Actually a go community-school in-service system seems more likely to cost $500 per in-
service teacher per ye . The evidence for this figure is quite varied. First, the Fleischmann Com-
mission, which assessed probable costs in every New York educational area quite carefully, proposed
for New York a series of "Lighthouse Schools" to provide "practical experience for intern or
apprentice teachers, in-service education fof *classroom teachers, and opportunity for applied
research and experimentation." Fleischmann-proposed Lighthouse Fthools are similar to the
community-school centers for educating teachers proposed by the Study Commission and would
have the support that in-service/pre-service training centers should have. The Fleischmann proposal
for New York State alone was for 250 Lighthouse Schools funded at $90 million in 1972; inflation
would demand at least a present funding of $100 million forliltOFS203,II110ireTTEHOlir
annually above typical local sZhool expendituresthese costs to be carried by the state. There was
to be one Lighihouse School for each 15,000 public school students; each would therefore serve
about 600 teachers (25:1 ratio) plus the pre-service teachers needed to meet new teacher supply
needs ($500 for each of the in-service teachers served = $300,000 plus $100,000 for pre-service
te ache 'Ts). '4 -

The population of New York is approximately one tenth of the population of the U.S. If the
Fleischmann projection were extended to the country, 2,500 Lighthouse schools would be required
and a 5900 million to $1 billion annual investment required. Of this investment, about three fourths
would possibly be for in-service education and one fourth for pre - service.,

12James Cfnanlon and Lee A. Witters, "Break-Through In-Service Education for AU Schools" (Lincoln, Nebraska: Nebraska
Department of Education, September, 1967).

13Patricia Allen, "Human Capital as a Rationale for In-Service Education': A First Inquiry" (unpu6lished manuscript pre-
;

pared for the, Heischmanri Commission). pp. 13-15.

14-Report of the New York State Commission on the Quality, Cost and Financinoof Elementary and Secondary Education
(Manly Fleischmann, chairman), yui. 13, 1972.
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Th, costs of other actual centers educating teachers vary:,

a. Teacher Active Learning Center: 60-90 teachers served$15,000 plus two staff members
or $250 per teacher served;

b. Bay Area Lea ter:, 750 teachers weekly$500,000 annual cost;

Amity 070904250,000 per year would serve a large school sys-4. \

tern's in-service needs and serve 400400 teachers per week in-service, or $500 per teacher;

The Illinois Quality Schools Network proposal: $19.67 per common school student for
staff planning, development, and ttart-up costs, or apparently about $400-$500 per
teacher during the start-umperiod.

It appears that a middle-of-the-road 'estimate of what a serious in-service teacher'cenier would cost
drills* $500 to $600 annually for each teacher offered support on-a weekly_ basis.

The cost for each pre-service person offered assistance in the schoo community teacher educa-

tion center would probably exceed the costs f r in- service teachers. I. one were to accept for
laboratory field training the 300,000-plus senio students who each year gr uate as certified teach-
ers and accept similar numbers for preparatory education in the junior and sophomore years, one
would have one million people in intensive training. But, as we have observed, Study Commission
and Rand statistics suggest that only about 40 per cent of the people who are in some sort of
teacher-candidate positions are seriously interested in becloming teachers; another 30 per cent are
mildly interested; and another 30 per cent are using the education degree as an educatioiCal resource

for other purposes; If we were to concentrate on the 400,000 "serious" people in the sophomore,
junior, and senior years, seeking about 130,000 graduates annually between now and 1980, the
"teacher surplus" might be settled. So might other problems. A manageable number, about 150
pre - service students (sophomores, juniors, and seniors) would be assigned to each of the 2,500
community-school teacher education centers. Costs for this group of 400,000 "intensive-education"
pre-service teachers would probably be as much as $700 per stiident per year (what the Fleischmann
Commission appears to have estimated) for the community-school component of their work.

An investment of $1 billion sounds like a great deal. However, the federal government pre-
sently spends $965 million annually on teacher education about $265 million for "temporary
systems" in-service programs which may end to nothing and about $700 million for various scholar-

ships and other financial aid to teach7 education students.15

The develOpment of a $1-$1.1 b Ilion program for the support of community-school teacher
education centers would require some mg like the following package:,

I. That the federal government direct the present $265 niillion annually in federal in-service
teacher education monies scattered among more than thirty programs into building a long-term
systein.

That much of the one fourth ($175 million) of the federal money provided for stipends.

\
15 Cf. The Government Accounting Office (GAO) report, Supply and Demand Conditions for Teachers and Implications for

Federal Programs (Washington, D.C., 1974), passim, for a full list of all federal programs relating to educating teachers.



to teacher education students (about 5700 million) go to tuition which could be used for com-
munity-school teacher education center proksam support. This would raise the federal support
figure to about S400 million annually (combining 1 and 2).

3. That higher education reduce College of Education enrollments or "intensive professional
training" enrollments by about one half without losing total legislative fiscal support so as to enable
it to divert at least 5600 million in human and fiscal resources from the total S3 -S4 billion spent
annually on teacher education in IHE's to community-school teacher education centers.

4. That local school systems spend up to $50 per teacher per year on the two million-plus
teachers and administrators active in the countryan expenditure which would raise the total to
$1.1 billion (combining 1, 2, 3 and 4),

. This analysis does not include any assumptions as to the monies that school systems themselves
are putting into pre-service and in-service programs indirectly through paying tuition for college
courses, through granting "growth points" and lifetime salary increments for additional college
credits and degrees or for travel which may not improve teaching quality or for central office curri-
culum staff which do part-time in-service work. The total cost of such inadequately assessed indirect
subsidies for non-contextual in-service should be the subject of an intensive cost benefit :study.
lit should be understood that the cost figuies in this section are very rough. They are included
both to indicate what we know and to indicate the need for more refined studies, as well as for
action:1

X. How long will it take to get the kind of support proposed in this document and what-are
possible strategies for gaining it?

a

VThe kind of state or federal support necessary-to-fund school-community-basei, teachereduca-
non may be slow in coming. litit there are examples where such programs have been recommended

,
V

instructive. Certainly states or smaller units can get programs going faster than the federal govern-
ment can organize, systematize, and legitimize any national scheme.

in New York, the Fleischmann Commission, among its many recommendations to the Board of
Regents, included some on scheel-community-b sed teacher education, particularly the Lighthouse
Schbols concept mentioned in the previo s u tion. -Although many of the Fleischmann Con)rhis-
sion's recommendations are being acted uPo New York,rthese teacher education recommerida-
tions are not being used; they are being ignore

In Dallas, the public school system now has four federally-funded teacher centers in operation
where pre-service training is done. Staff members from cooperating area IHE's split their time
with their institutions and the teacher center to tailor trainin1g experiences for their own students
to situations and needs pertinent to Dallas. The centers also run staff development programs for
in-service teachers, serving about 500 of the 6,500 teachers per year in groups treating math,
science, and other selected areas. There are theory seminars, content studies and curriculum
development over about an eight-day period, and the orientation is to teaching, learning, and living
in the Dallas community. The training is by Dallas for Dallas. The prograni, now in its.fourth year,
is flexible, and enthusiasm among participants seems to be increasing because of this flexibility. 1t
is expected to continue serving the Dallas area.

17
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In Florida, a teiicher-center bill has been passed and ten teacher training centers are in opera-
tion -throughout the state. In addition, Florida will soon have a full capacity to calculate the costs
of in-service and pre-service teacher education through a new data-collecting system, Not only will
there be a capacity to generate overall cost of credit hour of instruction in each discipline area
including pre-service teacher educationbut there will be a capacity to determine the components
of costs comprising the overall figure,'according to John C. Prothero of the Florida Department
of Education (quoted in materials sent to the Study Commission for its December, 1973, new's-

,

letter).

In California, the Ryan Bill was passed to provide for teacher training in community schools.
Each training institution has to set up its own program for credentialling, with the law requiring a
community advisory board between 'institution and client community, with representation by all
ethnic groups and other, concerned groupings of the community. Chico State College, for example,

has a semester program for pre-seryice teachers involving full time school-based experience. The
students thus enter fully into the life of the school, although unless they live in the community
(i.e., do not commute from campus area or housing) they may not, or may not have the chance to,

participate in the life of the community` Methods courses are also taught on-site in the schools
during this semester, by university facultY'in the schools and by resident school faculty. A good
deal of in-service work on gn informal basis has also been developed in this program. An advantage

of the law as. written is t
California can be reflecte

t there is no monolithic credentialling program: the diversity that is
in institutions' planning their own, programs to serve their clienteles.

The law doe's not guarantee comwnity-based teacher education, but it is moving in that direction:

it does not force institutions into prescribed molds but allows them to plot their own courses within
guidelines set by the law. A sore point right now is funding: credential prograins must be developed

by institutions, but there is no financial support for extra staffing or release time granted for regular

staff, who must thus docthe development themselves. The Ryan Commission also demands follow-

up work on students who have left the program; but there is likewise no financial support or release
time compensation for this work. Part of the problem should be alleviated when the start-up period

for program development is over however.

1 St. 00 ads ra qrs e- i Ira e a e s, instituttonsp
education, and states to initiate changes iin teacher educationduring the "surplus" period when

many tram me institutionsnstitutions are seeing the need for redirecting their programs without losing their
funding, and are seeing the advisability of counseling students (and suggesting other programs for
them) wilo may not really want to teach., Colleges may be able to redirect funds now being spent on
candidates not really "interested in teaching or.who would be surplus if they were licensed. And
there are local schools and communities who are concerned about teacher education and who are -
willing to plunge into the education of teachers themselves. It is time for more' schobls or LEA's
and the IHE's to initiate some cooperation which will be to the advantage of all concerned in
teacher education. (See also the question XIV, on how, schools and IHE's can get programs working

together.)

Teacher Corps, Bureau of Educational Personnel Development (BEPD), the Career Education

division and the Community UuCation division of the Office of Education should be mentioned as
possible resources in providing teacher education that reaches into the communities, homes, streets,
and industries, and schools that move beyond the traditional learning environments and assume a

community base. Some of these projects do not, however, provide parents of children being brought

into schools a role in development of personnel or of licensing criteria, and as a consequence they
lack some of the power which they may need to have in the future to enter into a meaningful col-
laboration with administrators, teachers, and others in the education Ql....c,,ildren and of future
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teachers. The Teacher Center bill, sponsored by the organized teaching professions, may, if modi-
fied to recognize the interests of consumers in education, also help fulfill some of.the vision
proposed here.

XI. How might the assessment process work in the community school teacher education centers
proposed here?

O

In school-community-based teacher education, the community has a substantial role in the
entire program, including a continuing assessment of the program's applicability and of whb is to do
the jobs of training and teaching. The community people are the ones who can and must determine
the direction the community is heading, e.g., whether it is to glow industrially or in other senses,
remain agrarian or pastoral, or in some way degnein population or income or cultural cohesion or
whatever. The community's perceptions of these matters of its future will influence what is to be
taught in the schools and will also bear on thekind of teachers necessary and their training The
school must take part in creating the future of the community, but the time is past when the school
can be a power entity in itselfthe ivory tor manipulating the community toward sorn4 kind of
alien "cultural awareness." Community, parents, and kids in concert must flow into the 'school to
give it life and directionwhile school flows into the community to share expertise, techniques,
critical methods derived from research and training- -and school and community reinforce and build
each other, ,-

t
A community needs to ask itself planning questionswhether it is approaching a visible cross-

roads of its own, or changing its educational programs in response to necessities such as we have
been outlining throughout this documentor even if it is doing neither of these thingsfor it may
.need to ask the questions to avoid stagnation. Such questions iaclude; Who are we, and what are
our values? What can we live with and without in our community and our educational processes?
What is our community going to be like in the future and how will this influence education? How
can education be as little disruptive or degenerative as possible to the cultural processes of the com-
munity? For instance, if an Indian c&iimunity has the options of accepting a white-backed coal
industry or of remainin pastoral, the ultimate choice would influence education and teacher educa-
tion-in the community. In general, the community would have to decide if education would be
oriented toward heavy machinery or sheep herding. In particular, they would have to decide, for
example, how their oral literary traditidn would have to be adapted to either option.

The integration and relationship between school and community will be defined in part by
accurate job descriptions. The community, with the help of school administrators and others, must
define what teachers should be able to do in the schools. Administra,:eas need to know that people
they hire have had on-th job training that is consistent with the Griggs decision, and that the EEOC.
Guidelines, that is, dire tly related to the job (see question III above). But it will not be easy to
prove that "consisten " statistically. And before that question can be,dealt with, administrators
need to know what th y and the community decide the job is that they are hiring forso that they
can pick an appropriate person and so that they have some protection in, times of rehiring, local
recertification, or disputes or litigation over These or, say, over incompetence. Recall the Mercado
decision mentioned earlier, in which the judge ruled that parents ,,nd communities have some say in
the certification of principal educatorsand which called for "development of local performance
standards by communal school boards, participation by parents and staff in the interviewing of
applicants, and performance evaluation of acting appointees on a regular basis."16

',a

16 Quoted in the credentialling and licensing, chapter of the Study Commission's 11 nal report, front Judge Mansfield's follow-up"
decinort in the case.
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Training of personnel to fill these job descriptions will be the task cif school-community -based
teacher education. Some of this training-will be pre-service, as described in the process quistion
below, and some will be in-service, with assessment provided for both. Pa/1,0f the assessment of in-

service teachers can be by counseling from parent groups who identify areas of need in Seaching and

who uan perhaps directly help teachers with the problem areas.

Part of the assessment process of pre-service teachers done at the community level might con-)
sist of on-.the-job teaching-theory combination activities (see also the question on process, where"
several models of theory training combined with clinical experience are discussed) where interns,
individually or in teams, advised by school faculty and IHE theory teachers out in the schools on a
schoOl-IHE cooperative plan for teacher education, are allowed to try what they can do. Parents
must have a say in whether what they, can do corresponds to the goals of the community for educa-
tion; parents and the governance body of the teacher education project (see question XIII following)
should be well represented at both teaching experiment/assessment trials and theory seminars held
for the "apprentice teacher?' during their assessment period. This kind of assessment process would
lead to a validation of teachersand programsconsistent with the Grigg's case; when:lhose con-
cerned with education of the children who are the community's future are involvecIfin saying who
the people'are who will educate those children in the schools, and when the parents and community
are in the schools themselves seeing who is becoming available to teach what and how, assessment
can and will follow specific job-oriented lines. If parents and community spell out that they want
matters X, Y, and Z taught in styles and manners A, B, and C, they can then look .for personnel who
can teach accordingly, and begin to avoid conscious or unconscious discrimination against any per-
sons who are qualified to do what the community wants done.

XII. How would the districts be arranged?

The Fleischmann Commission report, as mentioned in <question IX, discussed cost units of
15,000 students/600 teachers is useful divisidn guides for districts. That report did not, however,

ting units. But the num-
.

ber is a useful start for our ideas of dividing districts for education and teacher education. There are
many factors influencing the orgmization of districts for schoOl-community-based teacher educa-

tion. In some states gathering together a unit of 15,000 students and 600 teachers might entail a
huge and unwieldy geographical areawhich would require prohibitive travel distances of teacher
trainers and trainees to and from a teacher training center, whether the, center were in one school,
centrally located on its own, or a multi-center in several schools. Moreover, in a lightly populated
state such a large geographical division might sweep together very diverse culture areas preferring to
do their' own community-based teacher education or preferring to work with similar communities
in another state or "district."

This suggests another consideration, that of a taxonomy which ideally should be established

at the .national level, to identify similar culture districts which would need similarly trained per-
sonnel and between which such personnel could move without need of tremendous retraining (for
the necessary skills would be similar) or meticulous recertification.(for they would meet the job
specifications in the new area). This idea of dividing into culture districts is impOrtant to us, in our
desire for community -haled education that depends on the goals of communities for themselves.
But the concept has problems. In heavily populated areas it may be impossible for every culture
group to have its own school district and teacher training district: people and states probably will
simply be unable to afford all the necessary facilities, staffs, and resouz..es. They may have to adopt
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'something like the 15,000/600 plan and compromise some cultural elements.' 7 The sparsely
settled areas, on the other hand, may have to go mo to the culture district plan with its possibly
irregular 'boundaries and unequal numbers. A ver =tile taxonomy of districts across, the country as
they developprobably a federal leformatio ystem but hopefully a, flexible one whibh would
reflect changes in the taxonomy very qu lywould help to keep the country-wide system in
touch:; it would facilitate teachers' rel ation anaishouldif the information is'disseniinaled to the
general public as it should befacil ate relocation of families as well. For that is the great problem
of establishing Fulture districts d hoping they will provide viable tea er education, and of seeing
the country's communities diverse in their cultures and aims f emselves: the great rrtobllity
of the population toda fostered by industry and government, gives Many of Afnerica's urban and
suburban communi s a slick suoerficial sameness, a facade of homogeneity that is as dulling to
°cultural diversity s excessive mobility is destructive to children's learning capacity:18

It is t possible to have an educational system designed to meet people where they are, in
diverse ommunities, that will proctuce people who are interchangeable parts anywhere in the
cou ry. What we want in the way pf districting to meet size/population and cultural needs-may

t be possible, given the mobility and homogeneity we mention. But Pope's veil of dullness has
not descended on us yet:; there are communities which are eXcited about the quality of education
their children and teachers receive and which are mobilizing their resources to make changes. As
and if some of these succeed, we can hope that others will follow. In districting matters we may
often have to let people in the communities decide where the boundaries are going to.go.

sr,

'UK How would governance be done?

The( first thing to note here is that at present the IHE and L\kA governanCe systemsare by and
large separated and highly centralized, but that the direction now is to bring them together coopera-
tively and to decentralize them. This has happened in New York, Washington, the TwinSities, New
Rochelle, and other middle-sized cities. It is being proposed for many larger cities. As regards the
education of teachers, teachers, parents and administrators need to be represented, obviously, but
IHE's also need to be represented on local governance boards fel many reasons: (1) the IHE's need
to know what schools really want in the-way ofteachemand they need to stop turning out "stan-
dardized products" unoriented to real schools even in their own service area; (2) IHE's need to be
more personally involved with the pre- and in-service training continuumincluding the counseling
and recruitment of community people and kids for staff and for future trainees: (3) IHE-'s need
opportunities to confront the gut /feelings of the service area, the area that after all gives the IHE
life support!, Many IHE's and LEG' s have become so large and centralized (and dogmatic and encap-
sulated from surrounding communities "laws unto themselves") that'they no longer "think" of
themselves in terms of parents and children and the marketplaces of the world but.rather as serene
enclaves of "learning." Close off IHE's and LEA's need to change.if increased concerned-party

'?Then is legal precedent for the kind of "compromise" necessary. The Son Fdipe del Rio case in Texas provides that
multi-culture classrooms must establish system. of reciprocal learning and.mutual respect for all cultures present in the classroom.

j'aThe research on the ,distinctive features o(black language and culture needs to be more widely disseminatedresearch
by such scholars, black and white, as Roger Abrahams, Imamu Baraka, lahnheirtz Jahn, William Labov, and I.L. Dillard. The cultural
distinctiveness of Appalachian, Oriental, Native American and, say, New Mexico "Highland" Chicano groups is no longer in question.
Recently the attention to cultural distinctiveness for educational purposes has extended to Amish and Mennonite groups in the
research of Donald Erickson, to Eastern European groups in the research of Michael Novak, Joshua Fislimann and others.
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involvement in teacher education is to come aboutchange in the direction of smaller units of
management that include 'empowered representatives from concerned giogps to, make the formal
policies and plans for the training process for teachers. As the organization of governance works

itself out, several IHE's maY be found working Aiith a ngle 47,EA, or with a community -school
within an LEA, or several LEA's or culture districts servi diversified communities may work with

one IHE; this itself is an argument'for decentralized and a ibfe governance model alternatives: no
one form of .governance will work for all cultures' or sc o Is' or communities' interrelations with
IHE's in the administration of teacher education:'' [Recal th Ryan Bill's flexible stance for Califor-
nia's diversified teacher education needs, otiestiori XI preceding.]

Teacher education and reechkatiOn govel-nance might be organized by a- school or cluster of
schools representing a Pculture distikCt" to inchtde" prdbably no feweAhan 500.1,000 people elan
identifiable."community:_-lest the units became so-small as to be wastefully repetitive and to
include probably no more than ten neighborhood schools. The basis for governance must be
community's airns °and goals for ftself,at14 its'youthFnOt the IHE's or even the LEA's concept of
what teachers must be. Parents would haveflo beta e to support -the tgovernance system for teacher
education, or the system would not be viable; If he school is seen as a kind ofcitadel that closes
kids and teachers in and parents ,and businessmen ut, obViously community people won't have an
active part in governance. But:syhere the schob flows into the community, as in the schools-
without-walls, such ,as Metro or ParkWay High Schools, or like JFK School in Atlanta,"there
all kinds of opportimities for community people to interact with Students and administrators, and
governance of teacher training will much more -readily receive constant' informal input from the
community.

Decentralization is a core point an a primary sore point in development of local govirnance
of teacher education ;itis harder to achieve in the forntally-entrenched, more distant, IHE conglom-
erate than in a local schooisystem. This argues fotbeginnings in de,centralization to be made at the
LEA or community school level and correspondingly f9r beginnings in teacher education local

governance at the in-service revel, to brand} into pre-service and the IHE as opportunities arise or
aremade. IHE decentralization is clearly a need-iniarger universities in any case; Harold Hodgkinson
has written, in Institutions in Transition, the largest and most thorough study of higher education,
ever made (according to the Carnegie Commission):

There are also a \great many studies of size of work groups, in factories, public agen-
cies, discussion groups, task forces, and training encounter groups; all of which, indicate a
negative relationship ;betveeen size and individual participation, involvement, and satisfac-%
tion. As the group gets larger, no matter what the activity, mbre highly developed specia-
lization will take place. Contrast, for example, the typical pickup sandlot baseball game
with the little league game of today. In the pickup game there were just enough players,
and everybody had to continue if the game was to be played at all; everybody played
every position. On the little league teams,, however, .typically thirty or forty Kays are

'trying oul for the team, so that at any given moment more people are Watching than

playing; Specialization develops; some people do nothingbut pitch; others play first base
or catch; nobody has the experience of playing all the positions. Most are 'glad if they
have a chance to play at all.

It is not the function of this paper to go into this matter, but one might consider
possible alternatives in order to provide a feeling for small-sized organizations even on a

I
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large campus. Something on the order orselectivedecentralization will probably have to .
- take, place in tote next few years.',9 $

At '4

Greally varying degrNs of decentralization among schools or LEA's working to coordinate their,
governance activities with each other or IHE's will also present difficulties:. where the, degree of
decentralization is extreme and the training necessary to a culture -cloanunity so specific that it'
prevents people from transferring their skills to any new district, decentralization to the degree we
advocate may. be unworkable. Some taxonomy of districts where similar skills are required will
need to be constructed, along with some sort of job-description' picture of the reeducation required
to adjust to newAistricts or culture area

Governance:groups of teacher education processes need to include equal or carefully weighed
representation from "Parents," "Administration" (of LEA and IHE), "Cornmunity," "Teachers,"/
and "Students" (as exemplified by the PACTS, model of Supt, Barbara Sizemore in Washingtoit ; '-
D.C., schools). But-this seemingly obvious idearstAlcture was lacking in some,respects infall the sites
visited by the Study' COmmission team, lacking parpcularly in community input and p4vier to form
(or form with othbr groups) teacher training Roli*and planning. The Louisville Teacher Caps pro-
ject seemed to have a semblance of ongoing community boards, and the school-cOmmunity coordi-
nator 'worked with the federal dollar programs. But none Of' the boards wefe created to work
specifically in the area of governance of teacher training, and the Louisville Teacher Corps was not
re-funded and the district is involved in consolidation with the County School System because of
court-ordered desegregation. Therefore, development of such system-wide governance boards is in
doubt. They do exist in many schools, but their future is questionable.

The FACTS model might, be changed if it were a question of,a Native American tribal boaril
governing teacher education on tribal land:: then "Community" could mean .tribal representatives
and "Administration: would probably be the BIA. In the Navajo Teacher-Development Project
(contracted between University of New Mexico, University of Aritona, and the Navajo tribal Divi-
sion of Education), a supervisory committee of telt professional and no&-'professional people was
selected by tribal education leadership, through a reservation-wide sampling of people; this external
governing board makes the major policy decisionS for the program.

One problem in rural areas (including many Indian reservations) is that of transportation and
communication: distances, availability of transportation; and road conditions many -times bar
effective community participation in governance. Bat Mille this may limit the number of times tire_
governance structure meets, it should' not inhibit its ,existence and participation in the decision-
making process.

XIIIa Orat would governance bodies do?

) The development of community participation in teacher training governance should begin with
the strengths of the present community governance mechanisms, move into in-service, and then (as
the PHE's come to recognize its uses and/or to decentralize) move into pre-service training areas.
For instance, Communities can begin with student-parent groups who in some cases can evaluate

_1

19Harold Hodgktnson, Inststutions in Transition (New York, 1970), pp. 256-57; cf. Arthur (flickering. Educatur Ind Idcn.
tity (Jossey-Bass, San Francisco,' 1969), and a variety of recent publications on smallness. Alan E. Oyer and Alexander Astin,
"Faculty Influences in the College, Envtronment," numeographed,#. 18; Gump, Big School Small SchoXpasspn. James Colerrian,
Youth in Transitioq, passim
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present teachers orefecommend the continuance of dismissal of faculty., Such, groups could offer'
alternatiVe suggestio4s for the training process 'along with other recommendations. Teacher groups
in many areas will also want to look at staff and program decisions and affect gicfvemance of teathcr
centers. In the future, community groups will make or assist in making policy, planting job &scrip-
,tions for teacher training and teache' , I give input in development of educational experiences in
the community for prospective. and I .acticini teachers and administrators. Communities may then
branch out to include other reference groups (IHEadministration ancl,facultx, etc.) responsive to
the scoot district - culture district. -T All these groups could be represented on% decerttrilized local
determination governance b(Ard. Indeed, this would be a nalural.extension of'the present Title I
Parent Advigory Councils into personnel areas. Community groupl, in mobilizing for educational
change, gOerallY begin by asking who teaches in the school, then 41A.'what kind of upgrading effect
the community, can have on the performance of in-service people.' Finally, they may ask how they
could have an effect on the people coming infirst, through the hiring and recruiting prdcess, and
second, through participating in training the people who are to come in.

5

If anentire LEA works With an IHE, the resulting governance board may be unwieldy, depend-
. Ing on:the size of the LEA; iji suth'cases the boards may more profitably represtnt community
'schools within LEA's-(phis the other community groups) working on their own with IHE's. In Rut,

a case the important point is .the decentralization of governance 'to involve people from alligroups
concerned with /the processes of teacher education, functionipg within and ,according- to their own
gulturalscontext , ,

, ,

The community-school lovernance board as above constituted could become "a power to con,
jure v4ith" throughout ool-community-based ecittation: i will e vital in other areas besides
that of governing what goes on in teacher education.processelIn t e school-c6Anunity cpntext. It
might have to do with the selection, of teachers for available po ionswith who is going tb teach.

, It could well have to dpith the establishment of job,description in education that are community
specific, and it is an oloviousIgroup, to participate in the development teacher certification and

if recertification mechanisms. The parent and community components, along with other concerned.

.
community membets, even if not on the board, will be concerned with diaposing trouble areas in
teacher performance, and with recommending and implementing impiovements which may well be

.. no in the area of "more credit Ihurs" but in the area of help4lie pareptPand community can give
directly to better teachers' relations with their classes. .

Finally, representatives of IHE's and LEA's faculties and administrations, community pibple,
students, and parents seem to be the obvious group to

financing
al with the all-important job of developingjb

general dictions for handling ancing of school-co munity-based teacher education, of oroniz-
ing and distributing the trioniels availablefor teacher education. In this regard: first, how can those
who control funds .kteract to pool the/money available for use; next, how can thev4listribute the
money, how can they get it out into tKe programs for use of the teaChirs involved in training. There
axe several alternatives for pooling money. One is the dual budge . This budgeting measure assumes
that the traditiOnal means of assessing cost and of allocating fu s within IFE,E's and LEA's are found ...

valid for school- community -based training and accuately de riptive of their respective contribu-
tion& Budgets are separately prepaTed for each participating institutionzpsulting in separate financ-
ing raising of dollars, payment of staff and overhead, etc.2but the institutions share costs of
executing the,prograin. This Astem woulti probably work best in a structure which included an
IHE ancLone or leveral LEA's in contract arrangements. An example of this kind of budgeting is

,,...anorded by 'Portland -Urban reacher Education-Project (PUTEP): PUTEP's monies (federal funds
and Portland School District No. I funds) finance the one-year intern program in,Portland schools,
bNI., not the education and related

1
eollege work prior to the internship. Here the budgeting is
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sequential: the preliminary course work is on the IHE's budget (Oregon State is the cooperating
IHE);The year's internship and training for in-service teachers is combined in the PUTEP budget

An alternative is the single budget model; which pools the financial resources of the involved

institutions. Institutions in a consortium or in a situation of just one IHE with one or more LEA's
contribute a general fee plus a fee per student .of participant; either in hard money or in-kind con-
tributions for administrative and operational costs. This general fund would be managed by the
cooperative governance structure. Multi-Institutional Teacher Education Center (MITEC) in a four-

'Zounty area of West Virginia illustrates this system in part; MITEC coordinates school-based experi-
ences for proipective teachers, receiving a flat yearly4'ee from each college participating, plus a
placement fee per student teacher placed. The egunty school systems pay according to their amount
of involvement, and MITEC.also receives funds from the StateDepartment of Education. MITEC
is not an ideal example because it is primarily. concerned with student teaching (is primarily pre-
service) and must cooperate with another agency to do in-service kork; however, its elaboration into
a system for more comprehensive teacher education is feasibie,,,,

There are a number of possible ways for distributing combined financial resources (such as
college tuition, state aid, and local taxes) to provide equal educational financing for a state's teach-

.
ers and equal protection for students in scflools and community. The Smano case and dependent
decisions on equalization of educational revenue stand in the background.20 The Wisconsin Im-
provement Program provides one model. here a group of LEA's and IHE's contribute funds for a
paid, four-moirith internship for trainees titer prior course work. Paying the intern, combined with
"intern licensing" done by the State Ilepa;tment of Education, gives the individual more legitimacy
than traditional student teachers have had. Community-based teacher centers as in-service and pre-
service training centers can be financed as separate components or as parts of integrated systems.;
they receive monies from various sources: school districts, universities, state. education monies,
federal grants, foundation grant4 donations, and tuitions and fees. The site visits suggest that
teacher centers are best financed as a regular part of the budget of the training organization fbr that
school district or culture district orregion, i.e., that they receive hard money from the coordinated
IHE-LEA-state organization involved in teacher education. When the teacher center is a component
of an LEA, with the function of providing experiences, resources. and workshops, it can become a
hard line in the school system budget but be allowed to receive other monies via grants anctcontracts
from universities, foundations, and federal agencies.

There will be some cost increases, perhaps for involvement of community personnel or for
intern stipends and in-service staff development; Wit increased financial cooperation from IHE fundr
ing will help offset them. During the initial phases of new prOgrams, increased costs may also be

inevitable in getting the bngs out, finishing commitments entered into under past programs, and
compensating for locked-in costs and already budgeted dollars. These costs are temp rat)/ and
should be underwritten .by the state. Corporations which benefit from educational servi es might
also be subjected to a special edtitation income tax on gross profits generated in a partic alr state.
Cost benefit analyses should include potential savings whicWaccrbe to society by virtue of support

20A proposal brought before the Study Commission, not as yet tried, is that pre-service and in-service teachers might receive
credit coupons worth a stated dollar value (equal to a predetermined cost of training an individual per year) to be spent on training
provided by a recognized agency in the state whose program is consonant with local school district or culture district plans for staff
development. Or, the sum total of money available might be allocated on a cooperative Cutancing basis to a consortium of LEA's,
teacher centers, or a combination of groups (muting the training organization. De consortium could then allocate the fbnds at a
cost per teacher to different components of the training process or to a subcontracted group. t
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for bettbr teaching/.savings which are treflected in lower costs for prison prom ropcut pro-
grams, job training programs, etc. Recall the School Administrators' recommendations in igiestion
VIII.

The governance body will have to deal with not only organizing an distributing funds b'ut
with federal, state and local agencies' attitudes toward fund equalization and allocation. In a teacher
surplus time, monies for teacher education may be scarce if the public perceives the issue as one of
"putting more money into an oversupplied system of teacher education."' There are, however,
many community locations for trained personnel which could absorb the seriously-interested teacher
trainees (she four-of-ten students that research indicates are seriously interested in teaching), so that
funding agencies can be approached on several bases: (1) that they should (while training centers
are reducing numbers of pre-service teachers through counseling) maintain funds at present levels of
purchasing, power to allow for start-up resources for "commstinity-school teacher training centers";
(2) that they should provide additional funds to redirect teacher education into communities and
to develop people for new community -based schOol and non-school roles at the pre-service level
while in-service 'people are placed in a variety of community systems as part of revitalizing-relations
between school and community systems, under the auspices of federal programs such as Career
Education. Funds once attracted-whether Teacher Corps, Carter Education, Title I teacher educa-
tion or state funds-must be channeled into the school district or culture district in ways which will

'permit permanent community parity in cost of budgeting, without undercutting general societal
support or the will to allocate Most resources to critical need areas. In this connection, state equali-

zation decisions as follow-Up to Serrano may be helpful. Mean question X preceding and the
comments pn funding: financial support may be difficult to initiate, as in the case of the provisions
of the Ryan Bill in California, where no funds for staffing or release qme for involved staff were
allocated in the law, which nonetheless asked for development of closer relationships betweenIHE's
and communities, with community advisory boards to be established, in processes of teacher cre-
dentialling program development. Governance bodies may have a tough row to hoe to get programs
started-to get the financial cooperation with IHE's going.

XIV. Given IHE-LEA-community commitment to cooperation in a decentralized teacher education
governance process centered in -an identifiable "culture district" or other identifiable com-
munity or neighborhood district, what kind of 4evices would be used to keep the IHE-school-
community parts together either permanently or until new cohesive institutions emerged?

The kinds of interlocking between these groups which would result in the production of school-
ci mmunity-educated teachers would depend in part on the kind of teacher education structures or
relationships in use before changes began. the original relationships or structures might be: (II.an
IHE-"practice tching arrangement" with a school (the IHE remains responsible for the production
of the teacher d the school is basically only-the incubator or foster mother of the fledgling teach-
er); (2) a local school district's in-service program, where it is up to the LEA to develop its own
varyingly satisfactory mettods of increasing the serviceability of its teachers; (3) a teacher center for .,

preservice and in-service teachers, whether teacher union-sponsored, state-sponsored, or "altekna-
tive organization"-sponsored; (4) community teacher education responsibility group, such as a PAC

(Parent Advisory Council) group, or a communityzcootrol group or board or a "citizen-participation-
.

in-education" group. Alternative structures to these could bring more groUps concerned with the
education of teachers into the act together, increasing both the material and skilled human resources
available to train teacheis. One alternative would be the contract, where the institution having the
prime certifying and recertifying responsibility for the training of teachers would contract with

CVM
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other groups for the education of are- and in- service teachers. An LEA, for instance, would be able
to contract with private citizens (individuals or groups). university faculty, teachers unions, school
personnel and;or consultants to do the technical and critical education. Northwestern University's
School of Education provides a stricture near this model: the University enters into a written con-
tract with a school or school system to provide school-based experiences (clinical experiences,
internship experiences) for teacher trainees. tacit school involved in the contracting has its own
agreement with Northwestern, insuring more local self-determination of the training and individual
types of training among LEA's.

A second alternative is the ,school-hound structure, where after the required IHE courses
on-campus, the student transfers completely to a school or school system for education course
work and clinical experiences. Communication continues between the IHE and the school
system becai.tsOboth classroom teachers and university faculty share assignments1 for in-school
education of the trainees; however, the training process is fully off-campus and the school is the
teaching center, since it affords an opportunity to maximize the availability of childien, classrooms
as sites of din t experience, teachers as methodoltgists and -theory instructors, and community
resourcesall at' same time. A secondary school example of 'a school-bound Program is the
previously mentioned Portland Urban Teacher Education Project (PUTEP) based at John Adams
High School in Portland and associated with Oregon State (which continues to be the certifying
institution), Intern teachers spend twelve months in practicum work and seminars twice weekly at
Adams; they also teach during this year at schools in Portland. Neither they nor the supervisors and
teacher trainers are required to be is resid'nce at Oregon State: the praeticum experiences and
seminars are community- and school-based.

A third alternative 'structure is the consortium, a union or partnership between IHE's and
LEA's for teacher education, such a union being in the form of a non-profit corporation of inter-
estedeste,d parties, or perhaps one based on a fi ciary arrangement. The consortium may be jointly
staffed. i.e., groups of education faculty *mei -ers from IHE's align themselves together coopera-
tively to blur-the lines betwerin their education programs and to provide an inter-IHE team approach
to teacher education. Or, each constituent institution in the consortium (IHE $ and LEA's) may
provide at least one school-based alternative program different from those of the other participa-
ting members, and students from the '.participating institutions have the opportunity for choices
from among the programs, for-a variety of experiences geared towards a specific area in education.
This format would work for a system of state colleges or universities which allOw students to trans-
fer easily between institutions; it could also exist within an urban-suburban setting with LEA and ..

IHE cooperation. A third kind of consortium would have institutions resportsible for one or more
specialties or interest areas in technical education. Students would receive the degree from the
chosen parent institution but have the opportunity to take necessary course work for licensing for
their specialty from a cooperating IHE or other training unit. Five colleges in Massachusetts
(University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke and Smith) form a consolium
similar to.this; students may register at one school and for no extra charge take classes at another,

t ;

Teacher centrs are a fourth structural alternative, i.e., independent, non-profit corporations
whose governing boards arc selected individually from among groups interested in teacher education.
Teacher centers presently existing are mostly geared toward in-service, and only occasionally a
college instructor or cooperating teacher introduces trainees to what centers can give in the way ofr
technical expertise, planning-and-materials resources, and as a place for workshops, seminars, and
just ripping among themselves. LEA's could utilize, centers for training and certification of educa-

' tion personnel; centers should not be totally sponsored by IHE's, however, but rather by all the
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groups involved in trainingthe LEA, teachers, community, plus the The Advisory and Learn-
ing Exchange in the District of Columbia is an independent center that works cooperatively with

IHE's and LEA's.in the District. It providea variety of resources, workshops, and courses for
credit without having to be tied to an institution. It has been described as a broker in the exchange
of information on education. The relationship with the D.C. Public Schools is an informal/formal
one, since some of the staff are on leave from the system; the system accepts work done at the
Advisory for' in-service credit; and it pays salaries of on-leave teachers. Most of thefunding comes
from foundations, public schools, and industries. As an independent body, the Advisory can get
materials needed for teachers quicker, since it "does not have the bureaucratic red tape of a school
system," and it can offer longer hours of accessibility than a school building-based unit. .

The Teacher Center in Minneapolis, another "broker for exchange of information," is available
for both pre-service and in-service teachers and is jointly funded by the Minneapolis Public Schools

and the University of Minnesota.

All of these structure alternatives, again, stress maximum cooperation among parties concerned
in teacher education, while they also pay attention to what each group can immediately offer to the
structure. Thus; at least to begin with, the IHE's will continue to provide the assessment, the. LEA's
the sites for the education of teachers, and the teaching profession and the communities coopera-
tion and expertise. All of the alternatives haye in mind a commitment on the part of all concerned

parties to decentralization, to personalization of teacher education, and to smaller units ofstudents
ducated in a certain program at a certain time. (Some commentators have suggested that under-,

graduate teacher education programs be decentralized and reaced iii size's° that each alternative in
a large institution would have from 125 to 250 students.)

XV. How would the recruitment of new teachers be done in a school-community-based teacher
education scheme? ()

The Carnegie Commission statistics on undergraduate teacher trainees suggest that we are not
getting the best students a4 teacher candidates, whether "the best" implies "the most intellectual,"
"the most satisfied with their training and their profession," "the moseflexible in attitudes toward
minority cultures and their problems," "the mostrattuned to Cultural pluralism," or "the least
authoritarian and most attuned to the life of the clients of their profession." We cannot be sure yet
whether matters of public policy, such as integration or separation of schools and the use of busing,

should ,be central to recruiting, training, and certifying of teachers;' for one thing public policy is
shifting, and we cannot afford to take a dogmatic stand. But members of the Study Commission's
School Administrators Committee (who say that "great city" schools are coming to the place where
they will not automatically hire IHE graduales if those graduates are inadequate) contend that if
they, as community-school-oriented administrators, could "just get good people," they could do

the teacher training, or at least in some way encourage the "good" candidates to be "good" teach-

ers. This expresses botywlissatisfaction with the way things are -the kinds of people the teaching
profession gets and the state of their education and attitudes when the 'HE'S (the traditional
teacher-training institutions) Alm them outand a realistic, constructive, personalized approach to
th problem:, "Let us, the community, 'recruit people in our areas to serve our areas (or areas Like

oR-s), or let us recruit people already in training to Ihift the emphases of their training so that they
learn to respond to our communities and their stimuli."

Who would do recruitment? and of whom? Probably practicing teachers are the most impor-
tant teacher recruiters at this time, consciously or unconsciously influencing studentswhether to
teach, their juniors informally or to go into career teaching to emulate their teachers or to act in
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opposition to their methods of( attitudes. In school-community-based teacher education, not only
',64.11d the in-school teachers fu ttion in a recruiting capacity, but also the IHE faculty working in
the schools, as adjunct faculty, theoretical advisors, researchers, onlookers, or whatever; and the
recruiting would be a little more overt than before. Children and parents and community people
who possess certain skills and can teach them. in a school which flows into and is involved with the
community (like a "without walls" school), can be recruited to teach by the faculty and can them-
selves recruit from among each other's groups and from among the "official teaching groups" for
specialized matters or skills desirable to tfie community. (See also the "process" question, XVII
following, on the flexibility of selection of "teachers" in school-community-based education.) The
governance board may again be important in the area of recruitment; it may be a screening filter
through which pass recommendations of in-service school and IHE faculty, students, community
people, parents, "outsiders," for filling various teaching tasks seen as relevant to the community.
This kind of multi-group- (including community-) influenced selection process should inevitably and
ideally result in fewer complaints from both administrators and communities that teachers hired and
teaching are inappropriate to and bad for a particular community.

What we have just been emphasizing is recruitment of trained personnel or skilled community
people for jobs the community deems necessary to undertake, jobs perhaps outside of or in addition
to more "traditional" education. Persons recruited for these jobs would probably need some sort
of short exposure to the teacher center or other community-based teacher education structure
before entering the classroom. The "other" kind of recruitment involves getting untrained or partly-
trained people (whether young or older people froth the community, people from outside the com-
munity or culture area, or partly-trained teacher educati6n candidates from other teacher edycation
programs like IHE's) into a full-fledged certification-granting IHE-and-local-based teacher education
program. In its recruitment process, the teacher educationyrogram would have to provide a clear
description of what it could do, its program alternatives and methods, its philosophical stance and
size, and the kinds of opportunities offered to a candidate. The governance board would codify
such descriptions with input from the training staff and the community, and from similarly classi-
fied institutions across district or state lines (ef. question XII on districting taxonomy). This kind
of recruitment might be done more at the level of the IHE associated with the school-community -
based teacher education program because of its facilities for communication over a wider area and
with students in teacher education programs there and elsewhere, whereas the recruitment of skilled.
persons for some community -based jobs would take place logically in the community.

One model'of a recruitment process connected to Title. VII would be the following: given
a good job description, followed by a continuing process wherebyas the student advanced in his
undergraduate workthe fulfillment of the criteria was judged by professionals and by parents as
part of the counseling-in or -out process. Finally, at the firsViiring and preliminary licensing stage,
professionals and parents, both looking at the person on paper and also conducting an interview
session, would collaborate. St. Paul, Minnesota, has provided the following example of movement
in the directionrof the process described:

We are hiring a bilingual school psychologist for the Chicano kids of the Chicano
section of the city. And we had alr of these people interviewedthose who have the
credentialsby a committee from thaf,,neighborhood. Incidentally, they interviewed for
all the parents. We informed the prospective candidates at the time that their interview
was going to be in Spanish with the idea that some of the candidates might not feel quaff-

7 fled to do an interview in Spanish. No-ohe failed to appear for the interview. The com-
munity has reported back to me saying, l'We like these threeand like this one the best."
My reaction to that is tolcontact the] Personnel [Department]. I tell thelp that, unless
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they have a compelling reason for not hiring the one the community wanted, or named
number one, that they must hire number one. We should be very careful about changes
in the recruiting, counseling, licensing and hiring business. en the other hand, I am telling
my staff, "Unless you have a compelling reason why we shouldn't hire this guy, you
must, hire him. "21

XVI. How would the recruitment and the education of administrators be done?

All questions and recommendations stated in this report about teacher training also apply to
administrative training. At present the national school administrators pool mostly consists of per-
sons who get an advanced education degree with an eye toward "moving up" to administration in
their school or persons who specifically take advanced degrees. in school administration. The Carne-
gie Survey statistics as analyzed by the Study Commission suggest again that this college group is
perhaps not the best that could be amassed for administrators of the schools and combined IHE-
LEA-commoniiy systems that educate our children and will, increasingly, educate their teachers.
The pre-administrator group of graduate students surveyed (1970 candidates for advanced school
administration degrees) seem somewhat more authoritarian, more against change as change. and
more prone to,disregard problems of non-mainstream cultures than some other student groups. For
example, of this group only 39 per cent believed that blacks rather than whites should control black
de facto segregated schools and 66 per cent believed that integration should not be achieved by
busing in default of other means. In other words the group tended not to believe in either current
federal policy or in community..control even of sggregated schools. (Leadership in American Edu-
cation22 suggests that school administrators have less faith in people and more faith in the force of
institutions than all other administrative types.)

The Carnegie statistics suggest the need for recruitment, of those administrators who go
through a student stage, according to stated public policy (although a problem is tat this is not
Static) or else a need for court statements that this kind of policy ismot relevant to recruiting.

The way recruhing is working now, we are getting administrators who tend to be neither in-
volved enough in the problems, aims, and goals of real communities nor fleXible enough to deal with
all the diverse groups and relationships involved in school-community-bas eid teacher education. -

For school-corrimunity-based teacher education to work however, we argue th t administra-
tors need to be recruited for jobs and into training programs who have or can devel an interest in
making their style, attitudes, and knowledge flexible, if tilt*, are to become flexib e staff develop-
ment people. They need also to be persons interested in change in education procedures and stmc-
Ewes, since nearly every study of educational change suglesis that it requires the collaboration of
administrators. The most visible and powerful administrators, the principals, need to get back into
classrooms, and they need to be people who can do thisthey need to become again "principal
teachers," working alongside teachers in classes, helping them on the spot with problems and help-
ing develop curricula while in close touch with kids as teachers, not as disciplinariansthe present
view kids have of principals. Principals have to lead but be flexible in leading, and they need to

21 Comment made by George Young, St. Pool superintendent. Many other school districts, often because

a federal program, have revolved parent -end communities in fit e hiring of teachers and administrators, and as a

out elaborate procedures for lihtng.

22Academy for Educational Development (Donald P. Mitchell, director), Leadership in Public Education
the Overlooked (Washington, D.C., 1972).
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abandon the cuing they now Ave teachersin the role of behind-the-desk disciplinarians. Teachers
seem to learn this kind of disciplinary role from principals.

Recruitment in school-community-based teacher education systems should alio be arranged to
giveus administra*ors who wish not to alienate schools and communities but who wish to bring
the school into the community and the community into the schoolto make the school an integral,
vital, liked part of the communityand administrators are people who have to be involved in such
efforts if they are to succeed.

The same groups that are represented on the governance board of an IHE-LEA for community
schooI)-community7based teacher education, system should have a say in recruiting administrators
who are approprilte to the 'goals and aims of the school, theAmmunity, and the particular teacher
education system developed by the commtrnity. Administrators now seem to be recruited in two
ways: one, they go back to school and take school administration courses to receive a degree that
will "fit" them as administrators; two, they are recruited inside the school 4ste'm or across local

ot, school system boundaries to fill specific vacancies on_atemporary or emergency basis with tempor-
ary certification as administraforsthe assumption usually- being that they will later work toward a
permanent level of certification. The general public seems to have no input in recruiting persons for
the positions of highest trust in the education of their atildren and the continuing education and
guidance of teachers. THE's at present seem to have little input either, except through the bulletins
of their education colleges, which may influence would-be administrators to enroll in programs.
Recruiting within schools seems at present to be the function of the superintendent, who identifies
a person who-"can fill a vacancy," who is then "ratified" by the board of education and central
office of the system as an administrator.23 inis sort of recruitment to administration is much too
narrowly-based for anything like a school-community-based teacher education plan. Moreover, if
and when this kind of recruitment indiudes formal testing procedures, they may be increasingly
ruled invalid under the Mercado decision and the_Griggs decision.

Research suggests that advanced IHE educational administration course workamassing more
credit hoursdoes not contribute to leadership in principals. This argues for a broader-based
approach to training administrators. The traditional hour-accumulating may not be as necessary as
more field-based trainingsuch as administration candidates in business receive. The research sug-
gests that sites of administrator training might better be out in the communities where the principals
work aid that trainers might again incldde community people knowledgeable in the goals of the
community, in the myth and folk history of the community, and in what makes it bleed and heal.

Recruitment and retraining of administrators really go hand in hand, since most-administrators
are already certified as practicing teachers. In school-community-based teacher education, the
recruitment of administrator., might well include a "commitment to a community internship as a
training device, or to practice in problem-solving in the community and school one wishes to work
in. Such clinical work could be offered at a teacher center or other education structure and could
be overseen by the community governance hoard.

23This procedure probwbty contributes to statistical findings, reported in Leadersh0 in Public Education Study, that admin-
istrators tend not to be geographically mobile and to get the experience that accompanies mobilitythat many of them go to college
and pursue their careers in the same state where they grew up.
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XVII. How would teachers be educated and heeducated in community-school teacher education

centers?

The area of "process" in teacher education has to do with getting teacher trainees and in-service

teachers through a program and into their field-school component. This movement includes the
difficulties of the "rites of passage," the correlation of technical and critical learning and the inte-

gration of theoretical learning and clinical learning experiences.

There is evidence from the Carnegie survey that, prospective teachers value field and clinical

work of every kind, and the School Administrators Committee has agreed that it wants diversified
"immersive" field experience for teacher trainees, not as a "hobby" alongside classes but having
equal importance in the student's program with class hours. The stress of the movement from IHE

to school experiences should hot be minimized, however; nor should the stress of the movement
from home environment to that of the IHE, where the home environment is not a "mainstream
culture" one. Teacher training has to make the trainee a part of not just the IHE community and

not just the community of his LEA experiences, but of an integrated cooperative combination of
these; this means that the IHE needs to be tuned in to the communities and cultures of the students
who come for teacher training. It means, for instance, that a Chicano or Navajo trainee needs to'be
able to do some of his IHE work in Spanish or Navajo to avoid during training some of the problems
of alienation from the home 'culture (to which the student may wish to return for school-based
experiences and teaching). On the other hand, it means that suburban Anglo students wishing to
work in low-hicome black communities need help with stressful situations resulting from their not
knowing this type of community as well. The people of communities must be able to give cultural
input into programs of teacher education to minimize stress for student trainees whom the commu-
nitieA can expect to be working with them in clinical and teaching situations. The students and in-
service teachers must be able to share something of the life-chances of the community to be able to
understand what goes on within a community and thence to be able to serve the community. The
person who wishes to enter teacher training to go into a community "to be a missionary there" (that
is, to reshape the community's aspiraiiiihs-and-sen,wof direction according lo his/her own views
without attending to the community's own aspirations and sense ordWeficYnTiRiuld probably be
counseled out of the field experience.

Study of "theory" needs to be structured so as to build on direct experiences-using theory to
illuminate, synthesize andperhaps correct practice. Prior to having full responsibility in a classroom,
the trainee will have not only theory which helps him to comprehend and undtestand what is hap-
pening in the school and community, but also opportunities to observe and participate in school-

based reality. Thus he/she may be able to bridge the gap between theory and practice' and to
broaden technical and critical understanding. Theory courses in the Arts and Sciences would have
.to be oriented to classroom situations in order to remain part of the licensing sequence. The direct
invokement of the Arts and Sciences instructor in the school setting would demonstrate the applica-

. Lion of a 'specificAkeory to the community-school experience.24

Process "models" will differ for co

24M exciting example of bridging the pp between theory and practice was given in the Study Commission's book, The

University Can't Train Teachers (Lincoln, Nebraska, 1972, pp. 66.68): a doctor at Boston City Hospital has an informal learning-

research program for young people interested in m 'cal research. The doctor, Gary Huber, and his assistants help young volunteers

to combine reading research literate and unden ding terminology . . with ... responsibly, often original, laboratory research.

some cases they arrange for outside schooling.
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education. Some programs could begin with abstract or theoretical course work and move into
clinical experiences. Other programs would start' with clinical expe'riences before introducing ab-
stract theory -which will then be supplemented by more clinical work. A third possibility would
bring together abstract and experiential learning. Each approach arranges the experiences and course
work so that there is an acquisition of the technical and critical skills. For all of these models men-
tioned, some cone pts are basic: more time in clinical experiences and an earlier entry into school-communitysituations; a better relationship between abstract and clinical learning experiences; and
continued sup mechanisms to create an ongoing "process" of education through the teacher's
career.

The college-clinic-internship model gets the .trainee out into the schools for clin ical experien ce
in at least his/her third year (of a fourayear program); the student observes and works for a year or a
year and a half and then chooses where to take a year or half-year internship. The Northwestern
University School of Education Tutorial-Clinical program substantially follows this plan; Center for-.
Inner City Studies in Chicago is similar but also emphasizes intern work with Community centers and
agencies and not just schools. The intern in CIS prepares an evaluative report after his semester
with a community agency, and then goes into full-time work in school and community.; Indiana
University's Rural Education Center Project ati.Loogootee; Indiana, sounds like a'very promising
example of this or a similar process. Trainees 'spend a semester in the Loogootee schools student
teaching and working with community agencies as interns. They are observed by an on-site coordi-
nator from the IHE who also conducts seminars to help them learn the community's wants, goals,
and problems.

I
The internship-tic-college model gives clinical experience prioi to theoretical or abstract

learning about a pm ession, beginning with a summer session of opportunities to work in educa-
tional situations with adults and children. /Along with these experiences goes a sequence on learning
and society, using general examples and individual cases germane to the neighborhood. This model
is specially useful for older individuals who want to become certified but have had to work full
tr as aides or paraprofessionals to make a living. In this case, the summer session could be fol-
lowed by a year's internship, with thd student assuming increased responsibility for a classroom.,
The PUTEP situation, for instance, benefits older and minority persons with a large number of de-
dit hours who need the school and student teaching experiences gto obtain a license; interns spend a
'full year at the school without going to the college campus. This model can also be spread out over
a longer period of time, with clinical experiences early and late. The Antioch Law School has a simi-
lar program; students are exposed from the beginning to the involvemen and commitment of being
a lawyer in a community among teal people and problems, not only el Appellate Court decisions.
(After some clinical experiences, future lawyers study Appellate cases as examples and compare them
to actual pending cases, but the idea of "textbook" law is avoided, if possible.) Whereas teacher
education in the past has given theoretical course work for two to three years prior to any exposure
and work in the classroom, this process model reverses the sequence, basing the learning on the clini-
cal experiences which help identify for the learner the needs of a teacher. Many students of teacher
education have argued that theory in teacher education has too often meant little because the stu-
dent has no teaching experiences with which to frame it. The older argument of course is that
people need theory before they go into the pracitical situation. The crucial question is, "Does the
theory permit that 4eachir-to-be to reshape school-community reality to any appreciable degree?"

The internship-college-interaction model uses the notion that abstract and clinical experiences
can be offered side by side. This is not so different from the preceding models, except that it
requires a finer meshing of theory and praxis. In this model, every education course taken by a
student will hat,e coordinated school- community experiences, beginning with observations and
moving toward participation in the classroom ... the amount and timing of the participation being
determined by cooperating teachers, supervisors, parents, and students in consultation. This group
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I ,
will also decide when it is'appropriate for student teaching to begin and how long it needs to last,
to rperfect" technical and critical skills.

1

Rural models: The models discussed have been primarily developed in urban areas. Rural areas,
where accessibility is a problem, require centers where both pre-service and in-service participants
can come, po ibly. one day a week to obtain course work required for certification and to gain
better technic and critical skills. The training staff during the other days might..go out to the
schools. Summers during the program and a half year at the end of the program might be spent col-
lecting theoretical and synthesizing skills. This should be the time one would fulfill the institution's
residency requirements for a degree. This type of program would appeal to persons already living in
a rural area who wish to become teachers. However, it could also be used to train city people who
wish to teach in a rural area and have already fulfilled most IHE-type requirements for a degree.
13ecause of the environmental differences in rural areas and on Indian reservations, it probably makes
sense that a teacher-to-be from an Urban area spend a full year prior to student teaching in the field
so as to make sure he/she is willing to live under these conditions. If not, he/she should have the op-
portunity to change his/her mind and take a different student teaching assignment or training area.

This type of program is being used to train native Navajo teachers. The Universities of New
Mexico and Arizona with the Navajo Division of Education have developed cooperative field sites
to train persons who have full-time educational jobs in BIA schools but do not hold teaching licen-
ses. The UNM project has two bases of operation from which a staff member travels to BIA school
field sites to observe and help the participants and where classes are offered to help in the content
areas such as math, science, and English; there'is also an active bilingual component to this program.
To be a participant one has to have a certain number of credit hours already in order to be able to
complete the degree in the program's two years (a summer's IHE residence and a year student teach-
ing).

. .- ...z_...
Several things must be done to make any one of the previous-Niocess" models work well.

The governance group will be important here again.

First, the sequencing and coordination of students' course work and classroom experiences
have to be planned by both institutional staff and the classitom teachers to harmonize with the
needs of classroom and community.

Second, the cooperating teacher or staff has to be darefully selected and rewarded. Some
states require that districts be paid for the teachers' involVement in the program, but that teachers
can receive nothing. In some of the Teacher Corps projects and in Northwestern's Tutorial-Clinical
Program, the benefit for participating teachers has been lift credit hours at the university, but few
teachers use these hours and when they do it is mote to build hours for degrees or better contracts
than for "better teaching." For the most'part, the cooperating teachers have seen themselves as
petty bosses being used by the system, and their students or interns as extra hands, not as qxtfa
teachers. There must be training for prospective cooperating teachers, too, prior to their taking
students; many cooperating teachers in the Teacher Corps projects visited said that they did not
understand their purpose in the program and they were already into the second year of the program.
A problem in many of the Teacher Corps projects was a lack of stability in schools and teachers;
each year or so the school site and the staff changed, necessitating new training. This part of the
process needs to be carefully refined to the benefit of all parties.

Third, the "process" must control student placement in the school and community settings;
in the past, IHE's and teacher associations have had little control of student placement for pre-
service training. Only for short-term experiences in some courses has the instructor controlled the
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placement; usually, it is the principal who has control. Even in the Teacher Corps piajects visited,
there was little "quality control" Of intern placement. In some e COP programs, a few partici-
pants field "side positions"pot relevant to their education; som aides were hall monitors and
spent no"time in the classroom. The problem of "control" is also'in rt t in the relation of the
pre-service teacher's philosophical bent, or that of the course work being taken, to that of the
school: a student taking a Piagetian-theory session my need open-classroom work; a teacher taking
"methods in community o. fieldwork': has to have in-community experience, and so on.,

Fourth, and relatedly, the placen*nt of tile student must be student-centered and 4ommunity-
responsive. During the trying period of adjustment, new teachers need support from both building
teachers and the higher education staff members. One anti-shock device might be .to place indivi-
chials in settings with which their developing style, philosophies, and interest-in-change dovetail.
However, given today's market in many places, that is not too feasible. Aixonomy of like schools,
districts, and jobs *ould be necessary in order to extend this Principle. Another alternative is to
encourage paid internships in prospective school districts or culture districts to help new teachers
adapt before becdming full-fledged teachers.

/he Urban Education Center in Louisville provides support to new teachers in the public
school system in the form of training In "need areas" identified by previous new teachers. The
program utilizes field resource teachers, university professors and other district personnel, and the
course work isapplicable to an M.Ed. degree from the University of Louisville.

Fifth, the process must include support mechanisms for in-service teachers, for there is a defi-
nite need for follow-up work with not, only the new but also the long-fime teacher. A natural
support mechanism exists in school-community-pased teacher education with the presence-of train-
ing personnel in schools, clusters, or centers. The teacher centers seen during the site visits provided
an excellent central location with ample resources to begin the support process for both pre- and in-
service teachers. -

Another important part of the support.mechanigms process is planning time: classroom teach-
ers, aides, and prospective teachers all need time to plan the activities fir the room or teamgrolip.
The support to da this must either be in terms of time off for teache?s during school hours or less
time in school for the students. The open space component of Webb Elementary School in
Washington, D.C. convenes school four and dne-half days per week and allows Thursday afternoon
as a time for group planning by teachers of the next peek's work. Such pl4nning provides time to
organize the experiences and responsibilities of the prospective teachers in relation to their course
work, and participants believe the gains for children offset classroom time "lost."

f

Sixth, the community must be a primary training site. School-community-based teacher edu-
cation should be based on an understanding of the surrounding community's resources and their
importance to the continual development of teachers' technical and critical skills. Members of the
community have to be actively utilized to acquaint the teacher with the community, and with its
views on education. Moreover, the process of school-community-based education offers community
people the opportunity to take part in courses and workshops, to understand betteewhat i taking
place in their children's classrooms, and to be able to help teach. (Research suggests that, after all,
teachers with traditional training and skilled laymen withvino "education courses" can prods e about
eqiiak results in teaching children.) It is imperative that the community be involved in all p cesses
of tlui education of teachers, and that they know that innovation and change in education c n be
positive assets:"

(
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Seventh, the process must lead to a proce.%ft.for validating and reva 'dating the teacher's ri t to
teach in a particular 'district or culture, with partictilar children at a spe ific age level and inipa ting
specific information (as described earlier). Under law, anything require fol. licensing will hage to
contribute predictively to competence to hold a job.

XVIII. How would community-whool teacher education centers be staffed?

AU through this document we have been, to some eaCtent, discussing staffingpmphasizing,that
IHE faculty need to play more active roles in community-based facilities for e aSing teachers,. that

in-service teachers' roles in pre-sprvice and in-service teacher education need to be revitalized, and
that community people need to play a much stronger part in training prospectiv teachers., We can

now pull .these notions together into some "staffing models."

All of the three mentioned gropps concerned with teacher education, have ex ressed dissatis-

faction with their traditional roles. Classroom teachers feel overlooked and un restimated as
trains, when it is their classroOms where trainees receive their experiencesomet es their only
pre-certification experience. Classroom teachers feel that IHE training faculty lack c rrent under-'
standing of-school realities and that this lack causes inconsistencies and gaps in theo . content,
meth'od, and psychology courses offered to students prior to clinical experiences. Colleg education
teachers believe that the role of student teachers is Misunderstood in the practice classrooms that
the interns are given busywork to to instead of Cldssroom responsibilities; IHE' faculty mem rs also

express concern about the cooperating or "master teachers" in training programs: the oda'
offered to the student too often seem incompetent or they contradict the perspective presen

the theoretician.
I /

Community' pe.opleIncreasingly want recognition as persons having something to contribute to
the education process, They want the opportunity to validate their competence to teach children
in schools the skills they need in community life, and to have authority to instruct prospective
teachers in these same skills and about the life chances of the community, as part,of the trainees'
required program of study in school-community-based teacher education centers. The "alien"
teacher,, the teacher teaching'in a new culture, needs to learn tile culture of the area and o work
within its system of behaviors, values, linguistic usages, etc.

There,are a variety of staffing relationships which can expand experiences available to prospec-
tive and classrooril teachers. The cooperating teacher may be the primary expert clinical trainer,
after or coincident with the trainee's IHE theory sequence. Responsibility for the coordination of
ciirriciilum and experiences would be shared by teachers at one school or by a teaching team from

a cluster of schools. Someone designated by the teaching group would teach theory, perhaps in the
form of a seminar or coordinated module developed by teacher's. This type ofStaffing most easily
fits ,into the sdbcontrat structure, since a teachers' union, a group orschools, or a district could
orgqnize to train a group of teachers, using their own staffs or hiring other necessary ,personnel.

This alignment would also fit the school-bound structure, once 4 majority of the professional cour-
ses Were completed at tit THE or teacher center.

To some extent, the University Without Walls pt Berkeley employs this tyke of staffing, since

i the cooperative teachers involved in the program develpp.the "courses," along with Herb Kohl and

Cynthia Brown. All of the participants are actively working in the schools; some of them are teach-
.

ing full-time but lack certificates. 'ftrie
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Stuffily a a. flexible nature could-also be accomplished through a'sdbcontracting structure,
with the group hiring skilled individuals ..,11.otn they felt reliable and necessary in the training of
teachers. These could be community people, practicing teachers, university professors,.administra-
tors, lawyers, writers, and others. A teacher center might utilize this approach in hjring workshop
leaders, guest speakers, or community teacher trainers, and hisltind of arrangement would get the
community into the training process.

A closer relationship between the.IHE and the school is another alternative. Here the.IHE
w leoffer the theory courses, which could include schookornmunity-baselexpetiences and util-
ize t achers and community people as guest instructors. Neat' the end of the block of p fissional , 0

cour the primary role for trainingc*ould shift to the practicing teacher, who has the responsi-
b r supervisioli' and teaching. In the schools, the IHE and school faculty (with IHE rank)

I 'world participants in consultant services, decision making, professional seminars and workshops,
Jdesign;'coordination, and implementation, of programs. Such a model wq.ild easily fit the teacher

center and consortium atructh*.s. Northwestern Ungrerlity's School of Ed cation "Tutorial-Clinical
Program of Teacher Educdtron' stipulates this type of staffing in many! of their memoranda of .,

agreement with schools or distn-Cts;IHE and L...E2A taffs work together with prospective and class-
,.,

room teachers.
. . ..
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Another staffing model gives larger in-school training responsibility' the IHE faculty the
II-IE places a coordinator in the school and IHE faculty teach theory .cou ses and examine clinical
work. They teach technical skills to prospective teachers and'refresher cou s tot ervice teache
The classroom teacher becomes more a resource person and has the subtle role conditioning an
acculturating the prospective teacher to the classrboM; he/she-also helps coor tnate the clinic
experieneeS with the ongoing course material and re u'rements. This model exists in th Distriit of
Columbia Teachers College (IXTC) and Howard'Un 'ty programs, which have a large portion of
new-teacher training based in schools often open space schools, based on 1a structure which has peen
beneficial in the D.C. public school system. DCTC and Hbikard have school-based coordinat rs who
provide technical expertisb at...keas of need identified by teachers. College students hive asses in
the-school building, offered by college facility; but they get a great deal of the'praCti 'training
from the classroorrtteacher or team. The Indiana University cooperative pjoject with the Loogootee,

, Ind., Community Schpol Corporation has an IHE on-site coordinator one day a week who observes
trainees' progress,' confers with parbnts, administrators, citizens, teachers,'students (a kind of infor-
mal school-community-based governance arrangement), and helps the trainees learn and relate to
the community.

To irtsurelthat the values of the communities to be served and their children are respected, a
community component needs to beta part of any training staff and community representatives need
to serve as ongoing liaison personnel to help in curriculum development, resources acquisition, in-
service aid, and teachingwhere their. competencies represent the real /authority of the.community
and culture. Teacher training ought to rely much more on people who embody a cultitre; the ques-
tion is how to identify the people. .Selection of Navajo people to teach Navajo to ehildreh in New
Mexico had to rely on a certain consensus of opinion; it may be that sometimes teacher staffing
groups must rely on 'faith" in trainer selection.. Whether trainers are Ph.D.'s or holy people on
reservations or someone in a position of power in a community (and these people are not to be )eft
out automatically in faVor of. the powerless - knowing a community means knowing the power
structure, too) their selection requires validation under. the EEOC.guidelinewf skills possessed and
skills to be !transmitted. Federal projects such as Teacher Corps and COP have community -comb
portents and coordinators who are" *supposed to develop and Vstibligit a community involvement
program, but rarely does there seem to be any real relationship drawn between community
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4it
experiences, course work, and the classroom to help the prospective and in-service teachers synthe-
size the material into a useful package. Community staff faculty Members could help construct such
a.synthesis. Part of the community staff development component ought to consist of community .

axles and paraprofessionals working in classrooms, while part would provide the children with real
. life skills vallied in the, commthity. Indiana University's project might again be mentioned:, the .-

seminars on the community include such persons as the Youth Center director and probation
offitei, and police persgakel, who can give, the trainees rearinformation 'On the workings and the
poblems of the comniunffy ., ,

, - . ,

0 f 1$

The teacher cent fir pri3vides another staffing model for training pre- and in-service teicArs.
Staff for centers ma' .& teachers on leave from a local district (two:year terms) or former teachers

-who have been outstanding in a sr ecial area of teaching or suurvision. The training and funding
institutions and client groups select the stiff, who must have sp cific specialized `skills id.core areas
as well as knowledge of other areas, such as music, art, shop; otherwise the center must have access
to experts, consultants, ari,d advisors to meet the expressetl needs of teacheri and community
people. This may mean the utilization of universitY.personnel, corporate, business, professional
people, crafts people, bearers of the primary expressive culture and the general community.. The
Advisory and Learning Center and MITEC- have utilized former classroom teachers arid teachers on
leave for their core staff. The Advisory offers 'workshops by persons brought in specifically for their
expertise, since they offer a wikvariety of workshops foTi teachers.

,
. ..

Present accrediting and program approval practices yirtually require that those charged with
theedUcation of teachers possess-graduate degrees. HoWevei, sU ichorequrements are suspect,' they
have not been validated for effect on prospective teachers or students. (Nor have the programs pro-
posed in this document) The legal requirements described herein as being applicable to teachers in
the schools are equally applicablco those charged with .training teachers: they strongly st?ggest
that present reliance on advanced degrees as bona fide occupational qualifications is unwarranted.
Instead:, (1) validation of requirenietts for teacher trainers should begin with exposition of the
needs for teaching and teachers in a specific community or region; (2) then, the kinds of skills,
knowledge, and competence that appear to be necessary, to prepare teachers for that culture district,
community, or region must be detailed; (3) development of spe,cific and detailed- jah descriptions-
for teacher trainemand -preparation of initial criteria for selelhon of sucit personnel are.necessary;
(( th ation of the skills, knowledge, and competence that appeared necessary for each role
.that 'emerged from (2) and (3) is entailed here, and further, a detailed assessment is required of
whether the staff benignly influences the achievement and well-bei of the persons participating
in the teacher education program; (5) finally, procedures must be deve sped for aspsing prospe,c-

'tive ,and in-service teacher trainers against the criteria developed as a co sequence Of (1) through
(4) able. A teacher-teacher trainer having validated skills of the §ort de critmd above would corn,
mand a higher salary than a conventional classroom teacher not having th skills. ,.

'.-
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CATALOGUE OF EXAMPLES

(drawn from site visits)
6

The following discnision is provided to give administrators interested in school-community-based teacher
education opportunities to look at facets of what is proposed. The models listed may not, when this booklet is
published, still include the features described. On the other hand, some may have expanded their programs to serve
a larger population or to improve their training processes and servic s.

Governance
001

In the area of governance boards that include more parties co emed with teacher educationf Fordham Uni-
versity developed a parity board to govein its TTT project which in uded eighteen voting-memberssix each from
the community (from corporations), school system (two from the I al superintendent's office, two principals, two
teachers), and the university (two administrators, two faculty, two students representing liberal arts and education).
The MITEC board in West Virginia coordinates preservke t ^her education programi with representatives from
participating IHE's, students, and public ool systems of tin, metes participating. In a small program in a small
geographical area, governance an work oothly., Herb Kohl and Cynthia Brown'treicontracted to dd. thiteacher
training for the UV/W-Berkele , and the g emancrarrangement is between a private group,, an IHE, and a public.
school within an LEA. The all size of e program allows decision making to be persona and informal and to
involve a-maximum number of he participants in the program

Financing

In the question on financing, we mentioned the dual budget system. Atiother example of this is provided by
the Workshop Center. for Open Education at City College (New York), which offers technical assistance and work*
shops to practicing and prospective teachers. City College provides some monies.; other p* nary funding is by
foundation and government pants; and in the future, the-Center may got LEA dollals, sin A teachers can now
receive in-service credit' for workshops. As for the single budget model, where a general fund is managed by a
cooperative goverriance structure, Cooperative Urban TeacheftEducation (CUTE) in Kansas City has used a similar
funding concept; for a clinical expeence program for prospective teachers. IHE's contract with the CUTE program
to provide clinical school experience's, paying a fee to CUTE for each student plated.' CUTE pays the salaries,
develops student teaching sites, organizes tlie'couie work, and provides the field support for the student.

Illinois is an example of a state' studying proposals for sch6ol-community-based teacher education. A Pro-
posed Quality Schools 4etwork ih IllMois aims to stimulate educationllenewal, including teacher education, at the
local district level. The proposed system of funding provides That: (1) operational costs will be met by local school
districts which will remain at -the same level as presentfj, in most instances; (2) start-up costs will be assumed by the
state; (3) inival planning grants (abou ,$10,000) will be awarded by the state on a competitive basis; (4) staffing
planning and development efforts will be supported* the statethis is estimated to cost about $165,000 per
affiliate; (5) continued technical assist ce is funded on a continuing basis by the state. The proposed state funding
would underwrite a maximum of,2 a cent of the costs in all areas, including teacher education and reeduction,
with a decreasing maximum of 10 per ce t arid 5 per cent trier the subscquent Imo years.

f

Structure

Further examples' may also be given t6 r the structure models of question XIV For the contract model:
the University Without Wats at Berkeley contracted with a private corporation, the Center for Open Learning and
Teaching, to develop and then implement a teacher credentialling program for UWW. The training is done on a
small scale (fifteen students), and the certification process can be completed in one year because the participants are
all-7 community people already working full-time in Berkeley schools. The Center for Inner City Studies of
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Northeastern Illinois Slate University also fits the subcontract type structure:- students who wish to major in Inner
City Studies spend much of their time in the south side of Chicago doing required work on a community agency

project. Thus an agency, community center, or satellite plant based in the community and having an orientation to

that community has assumed responsibility through a subcontract with an IHE to tram teachers by using field

experiences.- Two Washington, D.C. universities, District of Columbia Teacher College (DCTC) and Howard Univer-

sity, provide an oil-site teacher training program which is very close to theschool-bound structu'Each site school
provides the university with space to conduct formal education classes, which are in turn coordinated with practi-

cum work of the prospective teachers. The training process is fully off-campus-based and utilizes the school as the

teaching center, since it affords an opportunity to maximize the availability of children, classrooms as sites of direct

experience, teachers as methodologists and instructors in theory, and community resources. In theory, Teacher
Corps and COP projects are all "school- bound;" since the participants, are based in the schools as aides and interns.

However, COP programs rarely have course work in a school since the aides are spread out over a wide area); Tetaber

Corps may or may not give course work within a school, depending on the type of institution and the financial

..,,!xrengths of the program. There are also several examples of the potential of-the consortium model. The Atlanta
University complex and several nearby institutions are already involved in a viable consortium for Teacher Corps and

CCP, sharin&faculty resources and promoting flexibility of students taking courses from different institutions. The

District of Columbia (including University of Maryland) has the potential to offer similar types of programsand the

IHE's have begun a shared curriculum consortium; a similar situation could unite.the CUNY system with the indivi-

dual school districts throughout New York City. MITEC in Charleston, West Virginia, acts to coordinate student
teacher placeent in a four-courity area for seven institutions; this arrangement provides a posiible beginning struc-
ture for several model consortia, due to statewide university particpation in MITEC. The,structure of MITEC also
provides potential for subcontracting structure for the education of teachers within a consortium.

Finally, the teacher center could have a significant role in all training of teachers, either asa part of prior struc-
tures or as a structure and staff with the active responsibility of training the prospective teacher. The Bay Area

Learning Center (BALC) is a cooperative, community-governedi resource-sharing effort on the part of the three large

unified school districts of Berkeley, Oakland. and San Francisco. It provides and coordinates in-service and staff
development teacher ciucation. Presently BALC has two independent teacher centersone is in Oakland and the

other is the Teacher Learning Center in San Francisco, which offers its own workshopsprimarily for San Francisco

teachers. BALC works with universities to sponsor in-service courses for college credit m the community away from

the campuses; there is very little involvement on the part of pre-service students in the centers unless they come on

their own initiative. Another Bay Area groups Bay Area Radicallfeachers Cooperative ( BARTOC), offers still dik

ferent services. It provides interested teachers with materials of a political nature, not normally available in the

public schools, and also offers workshops; BARTOC members also speak at universities about their philosophy of

education and the role of education in society,

In Boulder, Colorado, the Mountain View'Center is a learning resource center attached to a university (Colo-

rado) which, however, has no formal association with the university's teacher training program inor the inservice

training of 1141,/,A:al school system. It tries to work with teachers in classrooms as well as offer concepts and skills
workshops in eight- to ten-week afternoon and evening sessions. There is more than enough demand for the techni-

cal services of the center's small staff. Another example of a university-ssociated school-based center is'*the Work-

shop Center for Open Educatign founded by Lillian Weber at CCNY. 44 is funded through foundation grants and

Title III money, but finally has grown to gain university acceptance Sand utilization of its resources, so that it not
only offers in-service credit to NYC teachers but is now having prospective teachers assigned to it for their training

'and placement. The center offers a wide variety of/Strkshops but also trains teachers in the concept of open cord-
di:1r schools. Ann Cook and Herb Mack's Community Resources Instittite provides a similar type of teacher center
for secondary teachers from several of the independent school districts of New York for which they are 'contracted

to do staff development. Some teachers are given leaves of absence for a year with pay to study at this center and

25. Northwestern llitonal-Clintal Program also offers an excellent example of a school-based model, since 4here is a
shared responsibility in training and a large portion of the student's time is spent m schools.
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to come back and work with fellow teachers the following year. The University of Maryland also has developed a
kind of teacher center,strcture: there is a main re:qume teache Ys lab on the campus for individual prospective and

cooperating teachers to use. The inliversity has several cluste of schools which have satellite centers to be used to
train prospective teachers as well as to offer in-service suppor : This system attempts to offer resources in the school
when and where they are needed, plus a coordination. tween the school and the 1HE in the teacher training
process.

Process

In the area Of "process" (question XVII); another example of the college-clinic-internship model is the Dis-
trict of Columbia Tkacher Center program,, 'which approximates this model- in scheduling of experiences and
coursework. The internship-clinic-college model is also exemplified by UWW-Berkeley, which has developed, with
the cooperationinf the Center for Open 'Learning and Teaching, a one-year ;program to certify persons who are
already working as teachers but lack certification. The participants take workshops and courses, and student teach
in unfamiliar classrooms. The internship-college-interaction model may be exemplified by Teacher Corps projects:
because of tileir time restriction of two years, there was a "coinciding" of clinical experiences with course work.

Staffin

Ins the area of staffing (question XVII*, the teacher as primary trainer mo a is also a part of the Teacher
Corps Project at Southern Colorado State, Pueblo, Colorado. This project utilizes th classroom teacher and supple-
mental staff to supervise and direct the theory-and-practice modules of the interns ough the teachers have very

little input in the development of the required modules and competencies, as we propose that they have.
Something like the cooperative IHE-school joint vaff model was attempted by the rsity of Hartford, which
offered all cooperative teachers "adjunct faculty" statusbut did little beyond that to develop ailoperative staffing
model. MITEC (Charleston, West Virginia) had some of its school coordinators on leave working with the faculty of
Marshall University (one of the cooperating 1HE's), a switch which includedg'faculty work" and an opportunity to

guest lecture. However, this affected few persons and increased 1HE-hEA faculty cooperation very little. Teachers
Corps project team leaders or supervisors (possibly the cooperating teachers) are ideally in close contact with course
instructors to coordinate the interns' experiences with their course work. However, there is often very little pre-
planning or training available to help' the participant staff to understand their role in the program in relationship to
the goals set in training the Teacher Corps intern. We can also mention several other examples of the teacher center
staffing model, where staffs,have been built on the basis of experiences, purpose, and need: the TeacheALeaming
Center, START, Workshop Center for Open Education, Community Resources Institute, and the Teacher Active
Learning Center. Many of the workshops at these places are offered by persons brought in specifically for their
expertise, since a wide variety of workshopi for teachers are offered.

, 4 1
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APPENDIX

The following list of persons and projects is the sample of programs used in writing this document. They have
been categorized as to type of program. Following it is a list of other individuals wile were contacted through the
mail or by phone for special information. Many other projects senf us requested material, Which is on file at the
Study Commission offices. i

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM

Mrs. Bennie Collins
COP Director
620 East 10tILStreet
Gary, Indiana 46401
219962-2512

Sam Bacote
Atlanta Public Schools COP
224 Central Avenue
Atlanta; Georgia 703,...

Enrique Barrera
Edgewood Independent flbpols

5338 W. Commerce
Sin Antonio, Texas 78205

Alan Seet
COP ctor. n

Minne is Public School, District No. I
807 NEB adway
Minneaioolis, innesota 55401

\ N

TEACHER CORPS

NI%

Wilbur Rippy
Bank Street Teacher Corps
601 West 112th Street A
New York, New 'York 10001
212-663-7200

Stephanie Palaisa
.Louisville Public Schools
675 River City Mall
Louisville, Kentucky 40201
502-581-4691

Mae Christian
Teacher Corps
2930 Forest Hills Drive SW
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
464-762-6145

Ms. Wood
Center for Inner City Studies
Nostheastem Illinois State University
700 East Oakwood Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607
312-373-4311

Don Summers
COP
500 Woodlaid Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06101
203-566-6034

Minor Daniell
Louisville Public Schools COP
Brown Education Center
Fourth at Broadway
Louisville, Kentucky 40201
502-581-4617

a

Martha Nichols
Edgewood Independent Schools
5358 W. Commerce

San Antonio, Texas 78205
512-433.2361

r

Manuel Montan.°
University of Pacific
Teacher Corps
Stockton, California 95204
209-946-2566

Herb Hite
Western Washington State
Teacher Carps Project
Bellingham, Washington 98225
206-676-3313

.
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Perry Zirkel .

Schools of Education
University of Hartford I
200 Bloomfield Avenue
West'Hartford, Connecticut 06107
203-236-5981

Ann Faricy
Teacher Training Coordinator
Teacher Corps Corrections Program
5210 N. Kirby Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97208

TEACHER CANTERS

Ruth Heidlebach
Office of Laboratory Services
School of Education
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20740
301-4545668

Roy Forbes
Urban Education Center
675 River City Mall
Louisville, Kentucky 40201
502-581-5600

Kathryn Maddox
MITEC
200 Elizabeth Street -
Charleston, West Virginia 25301
304.348-6681

John Favors .,

Bay Area Learning Center
, 1025 - 2nd Avenue

Oakland, California 94615
415-836-2622

Amity Buxton
Teacher Active Learning Center
1267
San Fran sco, California 94101
415-861.5626 -

David Hawkins
Mountain View Center
1511 University Avenue
Boulder, Colorado I30302
303-443-2211 Ext. 8421

I

Moises Venegas
Southern Colorado State College
Library Building
Teacher Corps Project
Pueblo, Colorado 81001
303-549-2750

Vera Tarr
LaGuardia Hall
Office of Dean of Students
Brooklyn College
Brooklyn, New York 11201
212 - 780.5351 /

Olive Covingtbn
The Advisory
1133 - 15th Street NW, Suite 100
Washington, D.C. 20013
202-872-1220

Lillian Weber
Workshop Center for Open Education
City College - Shepard Hall
140 and Convent Avenue
New York, New YOrk 10001

Fran Middleton
Teacher Learning Center
1400 - 16th Street
San Francisco, California 94101
415-864-1575

:

Linda Zeretsky
BARTOC
388 Sanchez
San Francisco, California 94101
415. 863-5636

Kenneth Howey
University of Minnesota
College of Education
250 Burton Hall
MinneapolisNinnesota 55401
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Ann Cook /Herb Mack
Community Resources Institute
270 West 96th Street
New York, New York 10001
212-666-7632

cCOLLEGE PROJECTS AND INDIVIDUALS

Don.Kelly
University of New Mexico
School of Education
Navajo Teacher Development Project
Alburquerque, New Mexico 87107
505-277-6146

JeNine Mahoney
3922 17th Street
an Francisco, California94101

415-863-6403

-Do

nter for Inner City Studies
700 East Oakwood Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607
312. 373-4311

Joe Schulze
Mankato State College
Wilson, Campus School
Mankato, Minnesota 56001

Sister Alice Tobnnev
3500 Mountain Boulevard
Holy Names College
Oakland, California 94615
415. 436-0111

William Hazard
School of Education
Northwestern UniveNisky
Evanston, Illinois 62201

D.M. Murphy, Director
Alaska'Rural Teacher Training Corps
650 Internationk Airport Road
Anchorage, Alaska 99502

Waltet Rehwolt
United States International University
School of Education
1045-Pomerldo Road
San Diego. California 92101'
714-271-4300

N

Vito Perrone, Dean
Center for Teaching and Learning
University of North Dakota

\ Grand Forks, North Dakota 58201

Elizabeth Go stein
Dilcrict of Colu bia
Teachers College
Department of Elementary Education
1100 Harvard Street NW
Washington, D.C., 20013

It

Herb Kohl/Cynthia Brown
1019 Oxford
Berkeley, California 94705
415-524-7298

Sumner Rosen
Institute of Public Administration
55 West 44th Street
New York, New York 10001
212.661-2540

Dick Graham
Brookings Institute
1775 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20013

Aminda Young
Director of Elementary Education
Howard University
School of Education
Washington, D.C. 20013

Judy Hillman
Johnson State College
Department of Elementary Education
Johnson, VermNit 05656

Joan Goldsmith
Institute for Open Education
133 Mt. Auburn Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Anna Hyer/Robert A. Luke
Program Coordinator.
Instructio and Professional Development
National E ucation Associalion
1201 - 16t Street NW
Washingt n, D.C. 20013
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Lilly Swift
Western Washington State
Fchool of Education
Bellingham, Washington 98225

Pat Brose
California State University at Chico
School of Education
Chico, California 95926

Robert Bhaerman
Director of Educational Research
American Federation of Teachers
1012- 14th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20013

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Leo Alo
Metro High
537 South Dearborn
Chicago, Illinois 60607
312-939-3141

Cynthia Gardner
St. Paul Open School
St. Paul City Schools
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102

Ernest S. Edwards
Washington /Meyzeek Schools
Urban/Rural Project
828 South Jackson Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40201.

Shanti School
Hartford, Connecticut 06101

LAW SCHOOLS'

Annamay Sheppard
175 University Avenue
Rutgers University
Urban Law Clinic
Nerwark,liew Jersey 07102

201.648-5576

E.D. Stowbridge
Oregon State University
School of Education
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

John L. Pallet,
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
7.10 SW Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97208

Miriam Wasserman
51 Ellsworth
San Francisco, California 94101

,..-.94-t- 1_

Jay Manly
Experimental Schools Project
1720 Oregon
Berkeley, California 94705
415.644-63§3

Joe Jaccrvino
Parkway Gamma Unit
913 Arch-Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Ted Jones, Principal
John F. Kennedy Middle School
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Southeast Alternatives
3036, University Avenue SE
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401'
612-331-6252

-Dan Oran
Antioch School of Law
2633 - 16th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20013
202-265-9500
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